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Introduction 
 

 

1. This opinion examines the compatibility with European and international 

standards, particularly the European Convention on Human Rights ('the 

Convention') and the Council of Europe's Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14 on 

the legal status of NGOs in Europe ('Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14'), of 

various amendments made to the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan "On Non-

Governmental Organisations (Public Associations and Funds)" ('the NGO Law') - 

namely, ones made in 2009
1
 'the 2009 amendments'

 
and in 2013

2
 ('the 2013 

amendments') - together with the available implementing measures - and of the 

application of this legislation, especially as regards registration, closure and 

financial reporting.  

 

2. The opinion has been based on unofficial translations into English of the 

respective amendments and has been prepared at the request of the Conference of 

International Non-governmental Organisations of the Council of Europe. It 

updates and expands the opinion adopted by the Conference's Expert Council on 

NGO Law in September 2011
3
. 

 

3. The process leading to the elaboration of the NGO Law before the 2009 and 2013 

amendments has, together with the legal provisions governing registration of a 

non-governmental organisation ('NGO'), previously been the subject of substantial 

evaluation by the Council of Europe
4
. This evaluation concluded that the reforms 

being made went a considerable way to meeting the requirements of the 

Convention but that there was a need for a clear recognition of the value of 

associations and of the permissibility of them engaging in political activities of a 

non-party kind. It was also emphasised that there was a need to bear in mind that 

the actual implementation of the law was of the most significance and that there 

was a need for a fresh start in the administrative and judicial aspects of this. 

 

4. The 2009 amendments entered into force on 30 June 2009. Subsequently the 

Decree of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan On Implementation of the 

Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan "On making changes and amendments to some 

legislative acts of the Republic of Azerbaijan" ('the Presidential Decree') adopted 

on 27 August 2009 instructed the Cabinet of Ministers to prepare proposals on 

bringing the existing legislative acts and its own normative legal acts into 

conformity with the 2009 amendments, to determine the forms, content and 

                                                 
1
 Effected by the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan 'On making changes and amendments to some legislative 

acts of the Republic of Azerbaijan', which entered into force on 1 September 2009. 
2
 Effected by the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan 'On amendments to the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan 

"On Non-Governmental organizations (public associations and foundations) and the  Law of the Republic of 

Azerbaijan "On Non-Governmental organizations (public associations and foundations) which were respectively 

signed by the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan on 15 February 2013 and 17 December 2013. 
3
 OING Conf/Exp (2011) 2. This opinion was welcomed in the Conference's Recommendation 

CONF/PLE(2011) REC4 of 3 October 2011. 
4
. See ‘Opinion on the Draft Law on Social Associations for Azerbaijan’ (Council of Europe, 1999), 1-16, 

‘Expert Appraisal of the Second Draft Law on Public Associations’ (Non-Governmental Organizations) of 

Azerbaijan, (Council of Europe, 2000) (ADACS-DGI Azerb. (2000) 1), 1-21 and ‘Third Reading Draft Law of 

the Azerbaijan Republic on the State Register of Legal Entities’, (Council of Europe, 2001), 1-2. 
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procedure of submission of the financial reports envisaged by Article 29.4 of the 

NGO Law and to solve other issues stemming from the 2009 amendments
5
. 

 

5. Three measures purporting to implement the 2009 amendments have been 

adopted. One is the Decree of the President of the Republic of Azerbaijan "On 

making changes and amendments to some decrees of the President of the Republic 

of Azerbaijan in connection with implementation of the Law of the Republic of 

Azerbaijan #842-IIIQD", which was adopted on 21 December 2009 ('the 2009 

Decree')
6
. The second is the Rule for form, content and submission of annual 

financial accounting of non-governmental organisations approved by the Cabinet 

of Ministers in December 2009
7
 ('the financial reporting Rule'). The third is the 

Decree "On approval of rules for state registration and rules related to the 

preparation for negotiations with foreign non-governmental organisations and 

representations in Azerbaijan Republic" ('the 2011 Decree')
8
, which was only 

adopted on 16 March 2011, i.e., more than 20 months after the adoption of the 

2009 amendments.  

 

6. The 2013 amendments are to be found in two separate pieces of legislation 

adopted in February and December 2013. 

 

7. In preparing the present opinion, account has been taken of an opinion on the 

NGO Law and the 2009 amendments by the European Commission for 

Democracy through Law (Venice Commission)
9
, observations made by the 

Council of Europe's Commissioner for Human Rights
10

 and information provided 

by the government of the Republic of Azerbaijan
11

. In addition, reference is made 

- in the context of the analysis of the 2009 and 2013 amendments - to certain other 

legislative changes which have had an impact on the establishment and operation 

of NGOs, namely, amendments to the Law "On Grants" on 15 February 2013 and 

17 December 2013, the Code of Administrative Offences on 14 May 2013 and to 

the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan "On State Registration and State Register 

                                                 
5
 It also identifies the meaning of the 'relevant body of executive power' in various provisions in the 2009 

amendments. 
6
 Published in the official newspaper, Azerbaijan, on 25 December 2009. The 2009 Decree is concerned 

particularly with identifying the bodies charged with exercising the powers provided for in the 2009 

amendments. However, it also deals with some matters not addressed by the 2009 amendments, namely, by 

restating an existing prohibition on using grants that are not registered and by providing for the exercise of 

control to ensure that grants from the state budget are used for the purposes for which they are given. 
7
 Decree No. 201, 25 December 2009. 

8
 Decree no. 43, 16 March 2011. 

9
 Opinion on the Compatibility with Human Rights Standards of the Legislation on Non-Governmental 

Organisations of the Republic of Azerbaijan (CDL-AD(2011)035), adopted at the Venice Commission's plenary 

session on 14-15 October 2011 ('the Venice Commission Opinion'). 
10

 Observations on the human rights situation in Azerbaijan Freedom of expression, freedom of association, 

freedom of peaceful assembly (CommDH92011)33, 29 September 2011); Azerbaijan: greater freedom of 

expression and assembly urgently required  (27 May 2013); Azerbaijan should ease restrictions on freedom of 

expression and assembly (6 August 2013); and Freedom of expression, assembly and association deteriorating 

in Azerbaijan (23 April 2014). 
11

Information provided by the Azerbaijani authorities concerning the observations of the Commissioner for 

Human Rights (CommDH(2011)34, 29 September 2011) ('Information provided by the Azerbaijani authorities') 

and  Letter of 30 March 2012 to Jean-Marie Heydt, President of the Conference of INGOs with the Ministry of 

Justice's Comments on the 2011 Opinion of the Expert Council on NGO Law ('the Ministry of Justice's 

Comments'). 
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of Legal Entities" ('the Registration Law') on 17 December 2013, as well as the 

making applicable to individuals of the Rules on Registration of Grants of 2004
12

. 

 

8. The opinion looks first at the legal framework governing NGOs prior to the 2009 

and 2013 amendments before considering the case law of the European Court of 

Human Rights ('the Court') concerning its application. Thereafter the opinion 

analyses the individual 2009 amendments to the NGO Law grouped together by 

particular theme and then considers the issues arising from the application of the 

2009 amendments and the effect of the extensive changes made by the 2013 

amendments. It concludes with an overall evaluation of the compatibility of this 

law and practice with European and international standards. 

 

9. This opinion was prepared by Jeremy McBride on behalf of the Expert Council on 

NGO Law. 

 

 

The NGO Law prior to the 2009 and 2013 amendments
13

 

 

Introduction 

 

10. The NGO Law provides for two forms of NGO, public associations
14

 - 

membership based bodies - and foundations
15

. 

 

11. NGOs can only pursue their objectives if they are registered
16

 or, in the case of 

public associations only, go through the process of legalization by notification
17

. 

The very name of the latter process gives, of course, the impression that their 

pursuit of activities in common will not be lawful without at least doing this, 

notwithstanding that the activities concerned are inherently lawful if pursued by 

one individual and their collective pursuit should not in itself render them 

unlawful. There is thus no provision in the legislation for an informal grouping 

that has not been formally legalised simply to exist, even if some of those that 

exist are tolerated in practice rather than threatened with action being taken 

against them. 

 

12. Only NGOs that are registered can open a bank account, buy property, deal with 

the tax requirements for employees and bring or be a respondent in legal 

proceedings. 

 

                                                 
12

 Comments on these measures are based only on secondary sources discussing them as it has not been possible 

to see English translations of them. 
13

 This section draws upon and expands the analysis in the First Annual Report of the Expert Council on NGO 

Law (OING Conf/Exp (2009) 1). See also ICNL, Assessment of the Legal Framework for NGOs in the Republic 

of Azerbaijan (2007) and The Council of State Support to NGOs under the President of the Republic of 

Azerbaijan,  National Report on the NGO Sector in the Republic of Azerbaijan (2010), ch. 2. 
14

 Sometimes translated as 'public unions'. 
15

 It does not apply to political parties, trade unions, religious unions, local self-government organizations and 

various associations specified in other Laws. 
16

 See paras. 30-46 for the process governing this. 
17

 See paras. 26-29 for the process governing this. 
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13. Provision is also made for international NGOs in Article 6 as bodies whose 

activities cover the Republic of Azerbaijan and ‘at least one more foreign state’. 

This is a status that can be used by NGOs established abroad. 

 

 

Founders 

 

14. The constitutional right to form associations, unlike many other individual rights 

in the Constitution, is not restricted to citizens. 

 

15. The NGO Law provides for NGOs taking the form of public associations to be 

established by 'a number of physical and/or legal persons'
18

. Although no number 

of founders is actually specified, this omission does not appear in practice to be an 

obstacle to the creation of NGOs. Foundations can be established by 'one or a 

number of physical and/or legal persons'
19

 

 

16. The NGO Law excludes persons under eighteen from establishing NGOs
20

. 

 

 

Permitted activities and objects 

 

17. Article 5 of the NGO Law provides that NGOs 'may be established for 

fundamental reasons, or in order to achieve certain objectives' - i.e. on a 

permanent or ad hoc basis - and this is a matter of choice for those establishing 

them. 

 

18. However, public associations are more specifically defined in Article 2 as 

voluntary, not-for-profit organisations created by persons 'having common 

interests, for purposes defined in charter documents of such organization'. 

Foundations, on the other hand, are defined as being 'aimed at social, charitable, 

cultural, educational and other public activities'. In practice, these different 

formulations do not seem to be of any significance. 

 

19. NGOs cannot, however, be founded and act for purposes prohibited by the 

Republic of Azerbaijan’s Constitution and laws
21

. 

 

20. Furthermore they cannot participate in presidential, parliamentary and municipal 

elections of the Republic of Azerbaijan and may not provide financial and other 

material assistance to political parties. NGOs may observe presidential, 

parliamentary and municipal elections in accordance with the legislation of the 

Republic of Azerbaijan
22

. An NGO may, however, come up with proposals for the 

improvement of legal and regulatory acts, according to the rules provided by the 

                                                 
18

 Article 2(1) (emphasis added) 
19

 Article 2(2). 
20

 Article 9. The restriction is reduced to sixteen in the case of youth associations. 
21

 Article 2.4. 
22

 An exclusion from this possibility in the case of NGOs that received grants or other types of financing from 

foreign individuals and legal entities, as well as from Azeri legal entities with more than 30% foreign share in 

their charter capital, was withdrawn by an amendment to the NGO Law just before the parliamentary elections 

in 2005. 
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laws of the Republic of Azerbaijan and by its own statute
23

. This possibility is 

used by NGOs and their recommendations have been taken into account in the 

drafting of some legislation
24

. 

 

21. NGOs can carry out any type of activity that is not prohibited by the legislation of 

the Republic of Azerbaijan and does not contradict the objectives in their 

statutes
25

. 

 

22. NGOs can also carry out entrepreneurship activity that is aimed only at reaching 

objectives of their creation, without distribution of the generated income among 

founders (members)
26

. 

 

23. NGOs may be granted a status that is national (all-Azerbaijan), regional (i.e., two 

or more administrative-territorial units) or local (i.e., one administrative-territorial 

unit)
27

, thereby restricting the scope of their operations to the area concerned. 

Although this is apparently a matter of choice by them and some may certainly 

wish to restrict the scope of their activities to a particular area, it is not clear from 

the law why it is essential that this needs to be specifically prescribed. Such a 

designation might be appropriate if this were to be the basis for allocating 

financial or other support to a public association’s activities but there is no 

provision to this effect in the NGO Law. Moreover insistence on requiring an 

NGO to make a formal choice about the sphere of its activities at the 

establishment stage means that any expansion or contraction will necessarily 

require a change both in the NGO’s statute and the terms on which it is registered. 

 

24. Although Article 9 of the Registration Law provides that such a change is 

supposed to take place within 5 days and is without charge, the registration 

process is not in practice expeditious
28

. The requirement for NGOs to choose the 

geographical scope of their activities at the time of their formation thus 

undermines their ability to respond quickly to fresh opportunities and changing 

situations, In the government's view, such a requirement facilitates cooperation 

between it and NGOs - allowing it to identify which of the latter can cooperate in 

the implementation of particular state programmes - but that objective could more 

readily be achieved through direct communication with NGOs and a tendering 

process linked to specific projects.. 

 

25. Nonetheless, most of what is stipulated in the NGO Law as to what should be 

contained in the statute of an NGO is entirely appropriate.. 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
23

 Article 2.4. 
24

 See USAID, The 2009 NGO Sustainability Index 

(http://www.usaid.gov/locations/europe_eurasia/dem_gov/ngoindex/2009/azerbaijan.pdf), at p. 63. 
25

 Article 22. 
26

 Ibid: "Production and sales of profitable goods, as well as acquisition of securities and property and non-

property rights, and acting as depositor with economic agents and partnerships shall be accepted as types of such 

activities corresponding to objectives of creation of a non-governmental organization". 
27

 Article 6. 
28

 See paras. 39 and 53-57. 

http://www.usaid.gov/locations/europe_eurasia/dem_gov/ngoindex/2009/azerbaijan.pdf
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Legalisation 

 

26. As has already been noted, the NGO Law envisages two possible conditions that 

can be enjoyed by public associations; either they become legal entities as a result 

of being registered or their activities are subject to ‘legalisation’ as a result of 

‘notification’. It is questionable whether this is a process that should be required 

simply to legitimise the pursuit of activities which would be lawful if carried out 

by individuals acting alone, even if - as the government maintains - notification is 

only 'statistically important'
29

.. 

 

27. The requirements for notification involve the submission to the ‘relevant 

executive authority’ of the constituent records signed by the association’s 

leadership. This must be done within 30 days of the passing of the resolution on 

establishing the association and the document legalising it must be sent out or 

handed over on the day on which these records are received
30

. As such the 

requirements do not appear to be particularly onerous but this process leaves 

unclear what real advantage is served by the act of notification. 

 

28. Certainly the legalising document could hardly be conclusive that the objectives 

of the association are compatible with the Constitution and other laws so that there 

would be no guarantee that pursuing them would not give rise to the risk of 

prosecution. Furthermore no tax advantages seem to accrue to the legalised 

association as this benefit conferred by the NGO Law is construed as applying 

only to registered associations. Moreover, while notification may be a useful 

source of information for the authorities, there seems to be no need to set a 

deadline for when it can occur if it is a process intended to help associations. 

 

29. The strict 30-day deadline running from establishment only serves to strengthen 

the impression that a public association which is neither registered nor legalized 

through notification is inherently unlawful. It would be much more satisfactory for 

there to be explicit recognition in the law that the absence of registration does not 

mean an association is an unlawful body but is simply one that has no legal 

personality discrete from that of its members. 

 

 

Registration 

 

30. The NGO Law does not contain detailed provisions on the registration process but 

prescribes by Article 16 that the process laid down for registration of legal entities 

- now governed by the Registration Law - is applicable. 

 

31. A fee of 11 AZN (10.58 EUR) is payable
31

. 

 

32. The requirements in Article 13 of the NGO Law for the content of the statute of an 

NGO are limited and appropriate
32

, as are the requirements in the Registration 

                                                 
29

 Page 3 of the Ministry of Justice's Comments. 
30

 Article 1. 
31

 No fee is payable by “legal entities, representations or affiliates of foreign legal entities” seeking registration; 

Article 4.4. All currency conversions are at the rates effective on 25 August 2014. 
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Law for documents to be submitted when applying for registration
33

. However, it 

appears to be a common practice of the registering department to ask the 

applicants to submit additional documentation, which is not prescribed by the law 

in force
34

- the most common examples being copies of passports (and not just 

identification documents) and the employment history records of the founders – 

notwithstanding that this is prohibited by the Registration Law
35

. 

 

33. A notarized copy of the constituent document is required for public associations. 

Nonetheless there is a useful practice of requiring copies rather than the originals 

of identification cards. However, the registration process can only be completed in 

the capital, Baku, which can be a disincentive for those wishing to establish NGOs 

in the regions, although it is possible to send applications by mail. It is understood 

that planning is underway for computer-based registration and the establishment 

of a single information network of registry authorities
36

. Such a development 

could obviate the need to travel to Baku and would be commendable but it does 

not reflect the present situation
37

. 

 

34. Some NGOs have been refused registration by a decision of the Collegium of the 

Ministry of Justice, while in other cases it was the Head of the Department of 

Registration of Legal Entities - a division of the Ministry of Justice - who took the 

decision. This might suggest that it is not entirely clear who actually holds the 

authority for deciding upon registration but Regulations on the General 

Department of Registration and Notary of the Ministry of Justice
38

 have since 

assigned the task of registration to the General Department. 

 

35. The criteria for refusing registration are, according to Article 17 of the NGO Law 

and Article 11 of the Registration Law, threefold: (a) use of a name of a public 

association already in existence; (b) documentation that contradicts the 

                                                                                                                                                        
32

 In the case of an association they are its name and address, the objectives of operation and method of 

management, the rights and responsibilities of members, the conditions and rules for joining and leaving the 

membership, the sources for its income, the rules for adoption of the statute and for making changes and 

additions to it and the rules for its liquidation and for the use of its property in case of liquidation. In the case of 

a foundation they are its name with the word "foundation" in it, its address, its objectives, its bodies, including 

Custody Board, as well as rules for establishment of those bodies, the rules for appointment and dismissal of its 

officials and the future of its property in case of liquidation. 
33

 Article 5 requires the names, patronymic, places of residence, serial number and date of issue of the IDs (or 

registration number in the case of a legal entity) of the founders and the following documents: the statute, the 

record of paying the fee, a notarised copy of the registration certificate and statute of any founder that is a legal 

entity, a document indicating the information on the name, patronymic and place of residence of the legal 

representative which verifies his/her responsibilities for representation, as well as a notarised copy of his/her 

signature, and confirmation of the legal address of the NGO to be registered. In the case of foreign NGOs 

Article 6 also requires the submission of the statue approved by the foreign legal entity establishing a 

representation or affiliate, or its authorized representative, the decision establishing this, a document verifying 

the NGO’s registration, the original or notarized copy of the letter of attorney provided by the NGO and the 

original or notarised copy of the decision on appointing the head of its representation or affiliate. 
34

 Nor are they matters required to be included in the Register pursuant to Article 14. 
35

 Article 11(4). 
36

 Page 4 of the Ministry of Justice Comments. 
37

 Certain reports suggest that such a system was in fact introduced but then abandoned: S. Kazimov, 'Groups 

working on issues seen as sensitive are routinely denied official registration', Institute for War and Peace 

Reporting (15 September 2012, http://iwpr.net/print/report-news/azeri-ngos-fight-recognition, accessed 25 

August 2014). 
38

 Order #11-T of the Minister dated 19 March 2007. 
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Constitution and provisions in the NGO Law and other laws; and (c) false 

information in the documentation. All of these are ostensibly justified. 

 

36. However, according to the Registration Law, information about registered entities 

should be published monthly in the media by the registering authority.
39

 There 

have been suggestions that this doesn’t happen - thereby making it difficult for 

new NGOs to check whether the name they chose is not already registered, which 

forms one of the legal reasons for denying of the registration - but this has been 

disputed by the government which maintains that new registrations are published 

each month in Justice and that names can be checked with the General 

Department
40

 

 

37. Moreover, in connection with the second ground for refusal, respect for freedom 

of association requires that there be a presumption that whatever individuals 

collectively propose to do will be lawful unless it is clearly evident that there is a 

constitutional or legal defect in the statutes. Unfortunately present practice in 

evaluating the statutes of public associations seems to take quite the opposite 

approach as there is considerable reliance on apprehension as to what might be 

done. 

 

38. The existence of minor careless mistakes or inaccuracies can be used to conclude 

that there is false information in the application for registration
41

. 

 

39. It also appears that the question of expediency or the capability of the applicant 

NGO to pursue the aims set in its statute is taken into account while deliberating 

on registering or denying registration even though there is no provision for this in 

the law and indeed the Registration Law specifically provides that refusal of 

registration on account of the inexpediency of their establishment is not allowed
42

. 

 

40. Article 8 of the Registration Law provides that a decision on registration should 

generally be taken within 40 working days, although it is also provided that the 

checking of compliance with the requirements should be done within 30 days, 

with the possibility in 'exceptional cases' of prolonging this period by a further 30 

days for further investigation. This is much longer than the 10 days provided for 

in the earlier law but it is not of significance in practice, in part because of the 

repeated requests for corrections but also because of the failure either to give any 

formal decision - NGOs simply never receive any communication from the 

Ministry – or the deadline is not observed in practice. 

 

41. The absence of a formal decision ought, according to the Registration Law, to lead 

to the NGO concerned being 'considered to be registered' and give rise to an 

obligation to issue the certificate of registration within 10 days
43

 but this does not 

                                                 
39

 Articles 8(4) and 18(2). 
40

 Page 4 of the Ministry of Justice's Comments. 
41

 See, e.g., "Democracy Learning" Public Union, Opinion on the NGO Registration in Azerbaijan' (July 2012) 

(http://civilsocietyforum.az/en/files/DLPU,%20Opinion%20on%20NGO%20registration%20in%20Azerbaijan

%202012.pdf, accessed 25 August 2014). See also para. 225. 
42

 Article 11(2). 
43

 Article 8(5). 
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seem to happen in practice, not least because of the power to prolong decision-

making. 

 

42. The recognition in Article 8 of the possibility of rectifying applications which 

have been found to be defective ought to be welcome but it often happens that 

repeatedly new corrections are requested
44

 when, in fact, it is specifically required 

that all shortcomings in the application and its supporting documents that require 

correction should be requested at once
45

. 

 

43. The 20-day time-limit for the correction of applications specified in the 

Registration Law seems inappropriate – not least because of the practical 

difficulties posed by the current centralised decision-making process – and it 

would be enough to rely on the 10 day limit for determining an application once 

the corrected application has been received
46

. 

 

44. The requirement that the refusal of registration be reasoned is welcome
47

. 

However, there seem to be instances in which letters of refusal fail to indicate the 

legal basis for refusal of the registration. In others there is a failure to make a 

correct reference to law or the provisions of law are interpreted incorrectly
48

. 

 

45. The provision of a clear right of appeal against any refusal
49

 ought to be a useful 

safeguard - and this is indeed emphasised by the government while disputing that 

any abuses actually occur
50

 - but the courts do not seem able and willing to 

compel observance of the requirements of the Constitution and the legislation, or 

indeed the international agreements to which the Republic of Azerbaijan is a party 

– including the European Convention - which the Registration Law specifies form 

part of the legislation on registration
51

. They thus leave officials to interpret and 

apply the law as they wish without fear of challenge
52

. 

 

46. Although the threat or commencement of proceedings before the Court has 

resulted in the grant of registration to some NGOs
53

, there is a certain reluctance 

on the part of the authorities to embrace, let alone encourage, the establishment of 

independent NGOs seen in the manner in which legislation that might in many 

respects seem appropriate for regulating the establishment of NGOs is actually 

being applied
54

. 

 

 

                                                 
44

 See, e.g., "Democracy Learning" Public Union, Opinion on the NGO Registration in Azerbaijan' (July 2012) 

(http://civilsocietyforum.az/en/files/DLPU,%20Opinion%20on%20NGO%20registration%20in%20Azerbaijan

%202012.pdf, accessed 25 August 2014) 
45

 Article 8(3). 
46

 In Article 8(4). 
47

 Article 17(2) provides that the decision shall be “in a written form, pointing out reasons for rejection, as well 

as provisions and paragraphs of legislation that have been violated in preparation of foundation documents”. 
48

 See, e.g., Report On state of non-governmental sector in Azerbaijan, (2010), at p.5. 
49

 Article 11(5). 
50

 Page 5 of the Ministry of Justice's Comments. 
51

 Article 3. 
52

 See, e.g., Report On state of non-governmental sector in Azerbaijan, (2010), at p.9. 
53

 See n. 67 below. 
54

 The lengthy and complicated nature of the registration process was also the subject of adverse comment in the 

Venice Commission Opinion; at paras. 60-64. 
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Property and management 

 

47. NGOs can acquire property from the following sources: regular or single-time 

membership fees by founders or members of social communities; voluntary 

property shares and donations; receipts from sales of goods, provision of works 

and services; dividends and revenues generated from shares, bonds, other 

securities and savings; income generated as a result of use or sales of its own 

property; grants; and other income not prohibited by the legislation
55

. As has 

already been noted, they are specifically authorised to carry out entrepreneurial 

activity so long as the profits are directed to achieving their objectives and are not 

distributed to their founders or members
56

. 

 

48. The provision of tax privileges for NGOs that was originally included in the NGO 

Law was removed in 2002
57

. 

 

49. NGOs that are public organisations are ultimately governed by general meetings 

of their members, which must be summoned at least once a year, but may work 

through an executive body chosen by the general meeting
58

. 

 

50. Foundations are to be managed by their president or governing body but they must 

also have a Custody Board which supervises their activities, the adoption and 

implementation of decrees by their other bodies and the use of their means, as 

well as adopting changes to their statutes and decrees on liquidation and re-

establishment
59

. 

 

 

Supervision and responsibility 

 

51. NGOs must maintain accounting in accordance with the law and must also publish 

information about their use of their property
60

. Furthermore information about the 

amount and structure of their income, as well as about their property, expenses, 

number of staff and salaries cannot be a state or commercial secret
61

. 

 

52. The specific responsibility for breaches of the NGO Law is governed by other 

legislation
62

. However, in the event of action contrary to the objectives of the 

NGO Law, the relevant executive authority - the Ministry of Justice - can warn the 

NGO concerned or instruct it to eliminate the violations involved. The deadline 

for compliance with a warning will not necessarily take account of the time 

required to change an NGO's statutes through convening a general assembly. Such 

                                                 
55

 Article 24. 
56

 Article 22.2 
57

 Article 30 was removed by law on 3 December 2002.However, it is understood that there are some privileges 

provided for in the Tax Code; see G, 'Registration and Operation of NGOs, Public Funding for NGOs and NGO 

Participation in Decision-making, Azerbaijan, (Bayramov Bulgarian Center for Not-for-Profit Law, 2009), 

http://blacksea.bcnl.org/en/articles/17-registration-and-operation-of-ngos-taxation-of-ngos-public-funding-for-

ngos-and-ngo-participation-in-decisionmaking-azerbaijan.html (accessed 25 August 2014). 
58

 Articles 25 and 26. 
59

 Article 27. 
60

 Article 29. 
61

 Ibid. 
62

 Article 31.1. 
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a warning or instruction is subject to challenge in court but a court may also 

liquidate an NGO that has received a warning or instruction more than twice 

within one year
63

. As is clear from the following section, the exercise of these 

powers does not appear to be subjected to any requirement of proportionality
64

. 

 

53. It should be noted that the government maintains that 'no legal-normative act 

governs responsibility for breaches of the NGO Law' and that warnings cannot 'be 

assessed as a type of liability due to its nature of recommendation and 

prevention'
65

. However, these two assertions seem strange given that Article 31.4 

provides that failure to comply with warnings on two occasions within a year can 

be the basis for dissolving the NGO concerned
66

. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

54. The NGO Law before the adoption of the 2009 and 2013 amendments can thus be 

seen as fulfilling the requirements of European and international standards in 

many respects, even if this has not always been matched by actual practice. 

 

 

Findings of the European Court 
 

 

55. The application of the NGO Law has been the subject of a number of applications 

to the Court in which violations of Article 11 of the Convention were found to 

have occurred primarily as a result of unjustified delay in registering NGOs and 

the absence of sufficient protection in domestic law against such delays
67

 but also 

as a result of the arbitrary dissolution of an association
68

. 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
63

 Article 31.2. 
64

 The compatibility of the provisions on liability and dissolution with the Convention and 'Recommendation 

CM/Rec(2007)14' was also questioned in the Venice Commission Opinion; at paras. 103-116. 
65

 Page 6 of the Ministry of Justice's Comments. 
66

 Article 59 of the Civil Code provides that legal entities can be dissolved on account of their bankruptcy and  

upon by a decision of its founders (members) or a body of the legal entity so authorized by the charter, including 

expiry of the effective term of the legal entity’s existence or the achievement of the purpose for which the legal 

entity was created; upon a judicial declaration of the legal entity’s registration as invalid as a result of violations 

of law, which occurred at the time of the establishment of the entity; upon a judicial determination that it 

engaged in activities without a required special permit (license), activities prohibited by law, activities involving 

repeated or gross major violations of law or, in the case of public associations or foundations, regularly engaged 

in activities contrary to their statutory purposes.  
67

 Ramazanova and Others v. Azerbaijan, no.  44363/02, 1 January 2007,  Nasibovo v. Azerbaijan, no. 4307/04, 

18 October 2007,  Ismayilov v. Azerbaijan, no. 4439/04, 17 January 2008 and Aliyev and Others v. Azerbaijan, 

no. 28736/05, 18 December 2008. The following similar applications were struck out after a request was made 

to withdraw them following the registration of the NGOs concerned: Asadov and Others v. Azerbaijan, no. 

138/03, 26 October 2006, Mustafayev v. Azerbaijan, no. 14712/05, 9 November 2006, Suleymanova v. 

Azerbaijan, no. 26241/05, 18 January 2007 and Aliadze v Azerbaijan (dec.), 2733/05, 20 September 2007. 
68

 Tebieti Mühafize Cemiyyeti and Israfilov v. Azerbaijan, no. 37083/03, 8 October 2009. 
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Registration 

 

56. The decisions impugned in the registration cases concerned the law that has since 

been replaced by the Registration Law
69

 but it was the actual approach that was 

followed by the authorities in processing applications that resulted in the finding 

that Article 11 of the Convention was violated. This approach, which has also 

been evident since the legislative change, is well-exemplified by this extract from 

the judgment in Ramazanova and Others v. Azerbaijan: 
64.  The Court observes that Article 9 of the Law On State Registration of Legal Entities of 6 

February 1996 set a ten-day time-limit for the Ministry to issue a decision on the state 

registration of a legal entity or refusal to register it. In the event the legal entity's foundation 

documents contained rectifiable deficiencies, the Ministry could return the documents to the 

founders within the same ten-day time-limit with the instructions to rectify those deficiencies. 

After the registration request was re-submitted following such rectification, the law provided 

for a five-day time-limit for official response. However, in the present case, the Ministry 

delayed its response to each registration request by several months. In particular, the response 

to the applicants' third registration request of 2 October 2001 was delayed by more than nine 

months, whereas the law clearly required it to be issued within 5 days. The response to the 

fourth registration request was delayed by approximately six months. In such circumstances, 

the Court cannot but conclude that the Ministry violated the procedural time-limits. 

65.  It follows that there was no basis in the domestic law for such significant delays. The 

Government's argument that the delays were caused by the Ministry's heavy workload cannot 

extenuate the undisputable fact that, by delaying the examination of the registration requests 

for unreasonably long periods, the Ministry breached the procedural requirements of the 

domestic law. It is the duty of the Contracting State to organise its domestic state-registration 

system and take necessary remedial measures so as to allow the relevant authorities to comply 

with the time-limits imposed by its own law and to avoid any unreasonable delays in this 

respect ... In the present case, there is no evidence as to whether any measures have ever been 

undertaken by the State authorities to remedy the situation at the material time. The Court 

therefore considers that the Ministry's alleged heavy workload was not a good excuse for such 

unreasonable delays as in the present case. 

66.  Furthermore, as to the quality of the law in question, the Court considers that the law did 

not establish with sufficient precision the consequences of the Ministry's failure to take action 

within the statutory time-limits. In particular, the law did not provide for an automatic 

registration of a legal entity or any other legal consequences in the event the Ministry failed to 

take any action in a timely manner, thus effectively defeating the very object of the procedural 

deadlines. Moreover, the law did not specify a limit on the number of times the Ministry could 

return documents to the founders “with no action taken”, thus enabling it, in addition to 

arbitrary delays in the examination of each separate registration request, to arbitrarily prolong 

the whole registration procedure without issuing a final decision by continuously finding new 

deficiencies in the registration documents and returning them to the founders for rectification. 

Accordingly, the law did not afford the applicants sufficient legal protection against the 

arbitrary actions of the Ministry of Justice. 
 

57. The inapplicability of the legislative reform to registration of already pending 

applications was established in Aliyev and Others v. Azerbaijan. Thus the Court 

observed that: 
36.  One notable difference between the present case and the Ramazanova and Others, 

Nasibova and Ismayilov cases is that, in the present case, several months after the applicants 

had made their request for state registration, the New State Registration Act entered into force 

on 9 January 2004 and superseded the old rules on state registration of legal entities. 

Therefore, to assess whether the interference was “prescribed by law”, it is necessary to 

determine what domestic law regulated the registration proceedings in the present case. 

37.  The Court notes, first of all, that the applicants submitted their registration request on 23 

June 2003, at the time when the Old State Registration Act was in force. Article 9 of that act 

set a ten-day time-limit for the Ministry to issue a decision on the state registration of a legal 
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entity or refusal to register it. In the event the legal entity’s foundation documents contained 

rectifiable deficiencies, the Ministry could return the documents to the founders within the 

same ten-day time-limit with instructions to rectify those deficiencies. After the registration 

request was re-submitted following such rectification, the law provided for a five-day time-

limit for an official response. It therefore follows that, pursuant to the Old State Registration 

Act, the Ministry had to issue at least an initial decision on the applicants’ request by 3 July 

2003, long before the entry into force of the New State Registration Act. However, in the 

present case, the Ministry delayed its response by almost eight months. 

38.  The domestic courts decided that, since at the time of examination of the applicants’ court 

claim against the Ministry the Old State Registration Act was no longer in force, only the 

procedural requirements of the New State Registration Act applied. They also found that the 

new time-limit of 40 days started to run from 9 January 2004, the date of entry into force of 

the New State Registration Act. Since the Ministry of Justice sent its formal response to the 

applicants on 18 February 2004, the courts concluded that it was sent within the time-limit 

currently applicable under the New State Registration Act. 

39.  However, such a conclusion, in its essence, constituted an implicit finding that the mere 

fact of entry into force of a new act superseding the previous act somehow absolved the 

Ministry of Justice from responsibility for breaches of procedural requirements of the 

superseded law committed at the time when the latter was still in force. In the Court’s view, 

such a finding is arbitrary and incompatible with the interests of justice and legal certainty. 

The domestic courts failed to make any legal assessment of the Ministry’s lengthy failure to 

act during the period from 23 June 2003, when the registration request was submitted by the 

applicants, until 9 January 2004, when the New State Registration Act entered into force. 

40.  The domestic courts have not established, and it has not been argued by the Government, 

that the provisions of the New State Registration Act had any retrospective effect. Having 

regard to the relevant provisions of the domestic law concerning the retrospective effect of 

legal acts (see paragraphs 18-19 above), the Court is also of the opinion that the New State 

Registration Act had no retrospective effect. Therefore, since in the present case the applicants 

submitted their registration request on 23 June 2003, the applicable state registration 

procedure was as provided in the Old State Registration Act, which was in force at that time. 

 

58. Following the Court's  rulings regarding registration there appeared for a short 

period to be a greater willingness to register NGOs but subsequently the 

impediments seen in the above cases once again began to manifest themselves
70

. 

Further applications alleging violations of Article 11 of the Convention as a result 

of delay in registration and negative decisions are currently pending before the 

Court. 

 

59. In its assessment of the general measures taken to implement these rulings the 

Committee of Ministers has considered that: 
important progress has been achieved in ensuring a new legal situation in conformity with the 

Convention's requirements with the adoption of the law of 2004, the clarification given by the 

government as to its scope and the efforts made to draw the attention of the authorities 

concerned to the requirements of the Convention as developed in the case-law of the European 

Court, so as to ensure their direct effect in the Azerbaijani law. The progress achieved in 

taking individual measures is also an important sign of this positive evolution. However, 

confirmation is awaited that the problem raised by the government before the European Court 

regarding the heavy workload of the Ministry of Justice has been solved. In addition, the 

specific issue relating to the temporal scope of the new law raised in the case of Aliyev require 

special attention
71

. 

 

60. The Committee of Ministers is, however, still awaiting information:  

                                                 
70

 See I. Aliyev (ed.), Report On state of non-governmental sector in Azerbaijan (2010), at pp. 4 and 7-10. See 

also n. 40. 
71

 See 

http://www.coe.int/t/dghl/monitoring/execution/Reports/pendingCases_en.asp?CaseTitleOrNumber=44363%2F

02&StateCode=&SectionCode= 
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as to whether requests for registration introduced prior to the 2004 Law are still pending 

before the Ministry of Justice. It is also awaiting publication and dissemination of the 

European Court's judgment in Aliyev and Others, together with a circular drawing judges' 

attention to §§ 36 to 40 of the judgment"
72

. 

 

The cases thus remain on the agenda of the Committee of Ministers. 

 

 

Dissolution 

 

61. As regards the unjustified dissolution finding in Tebieti Mühafize Cemiyyeti and 

Israfilov v. Azerbaijan, the violation of Article 11 stemmed from the imprecision 

of the NGO Law, the insufficiency of reasoning and evidence and lack of 

proportionality of the sanction, as is evident from the following extracts from the 

Court's judgment: 
1.  Article 31.4 of the NGO Act provided for a possibility of dissolution of an association by a 

court order in the event the association received, within the same calendar year, more than two 

written warnings by the regulating authority (the Ministry of Justice). The Court, therefore, 

accepts that the sanction imposed on the Association had a clear basis in the domestic law and 

that this law was accessible. 

2.  However, as to the issue of foreseeability, the Court notes that the provisions of the NGO 

Act were far from being precise as to what could be a basis for warnings by the Ministry of 

Justice that could ultimately lead to an association's dissolution. Article 31.2 of the NGO Act 

empowered the Ministry of Justice to warn non-governmental organisations, including public 

associations, if their activities were deemed to be “incompatible with the objectives” of the 

NGO Act. Under Article 1 of the NGO Act, its “objectives” included, inter alia, the general 

regulation of the principles and rules for the establishment, management and scope of 

activities of public associations. This definition, in essence, appeared to encompass an 

unlimited range of issues related to an association's existence and activity. 

3.  The Court agrees with the applicants that the above provisions are worded in rather general 

terms and may give rise to extensive interpretation. The Government have not submitted any 

examples of domestic judicial cases which would provide a specific interpretation of these 

provisions. In such circumstances, the NGO Act appears to have afforded the Ministry of 

Justice a rather wide discretion to intervene in any matter related to an association's existence. 

This situation could render it difficult for associations to foresee which specific actions on 

their part could be qualified by the Ministry as “incompatible with the objectives” of the NGO 

Act. 

4.  The situation was exacerbated by the fact that involuntary dissolution was the only 

sanction available under the domestic law against associations engaging in activities 

“incompatible with the objectives” of the NGO Act. In the Court's view, this is the most 

drastic sanction possible in respect of an association and, as such, should be applied only in 

exceptional circumstances of very serious misconduct. Therefore, the domestic law should 

delimit more precisely the circumstances in which this sanction could be applied. 

5.  The Court also notes that the NGO Act contained no detailed rules governing the scope and 

extent of the Ministry of Justice's power to intervene in the internal management and activities 

of associations, or minimum safeguards concerning, inter alia, the procedure for conducting 

inspections by the Ministry or the period of time granted to public associations to eliminate 

any shortcomings detected (see also paragraph 77 below), thus providing sufficient guarantees 

against the risk of abuse and arbitrariness. 

6.  The above considerations, in themselves, give a strong indication that the provisions of the 

NGO Act did not meet the “quality of law” requirement, which would be sufficient for a 

finding of a violation of Article 11 on the basis that the interference was not prescribed by 

law. The Court notes, however, that these questions are in this case closely related to the 

broader issue of whether the interference was necessary in a democratic society. The Court 
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considers that, in the circumstances of the present case, respect for human rights requires it to 

examine the latter issue as well. In view of this, as well as in view of its analysis in paragraphs 

70-91 below, the Court does not find it necessary to decide whether the wording of the NGO 

Act's relevant provisions met the “quality of law” requirement within the meaning of Article 

11 § 2 of the Convention. 

... 

75.  At the outset, the Court stresses that, indeed, the Association's failure to convene a 

general assembly of its members for around seven years constituted a wanton disregard of the 

requirements not only of the domestic law, but also of its own Charter. Moreover, by the time 

of its dissolution, the Association had failed to even bring its Charter into conformity with the 

basic legal requirements applicable under the NGO Act which, by then, had been in force for 

around two years. Having committed these breaches, the Association clearly put itself in a 

situation where it risked sanctions. Accordingly, in the light of the considerations in 

paragraphs 72-74 above, the Court cannot find that it was inappropriate for the domestic 

authorities to react to these breaches and to ensure that the basic formal requirements of the 

domestic law on corporate management be observed. 

76.  Nevertheless, in assessing whether the authorities' subsequent decision to apply the 

sanction of involuntary dissolution was justified and proportionate, it cannot be overlooked 

that the Association actually attempted to rectify the problem by convening a general 

assembly on 26 August 2002, even prior to the Ministry of Justice's first warning of 

10 September 2002. Due account should have been taken of this intention when deciding upon 

the necessity of the interference with the Association's rights in the present case. The 

Association should have been given a genuine chance to put matters right before being 

dissolved. 

77.  While the Court has accepted that, initially, the authorities correctly reacted to the breach 

of the requirement to convene a general assembly once a year, it observes that, subsequently, 

the focus of the accusations against the Association shifted to other “breaches”. In particular, 

having been informed about the general assembly of 26 August 2002, the Ministry was not 

satisfied with its “lawfulness” and followed up its initial warning with another two warnings 

issued in a relatively short time span, on each occasion allowing the Association a ten-day 

period in which to take measures to eliminate the alleged breaches of law. The Court notes, 

firstly, that these ten-day periods appear to have been set arbitrarily. This problem stems from 

the fact that the NGO Act allowed the Ministry unlimited discretion in this respect (see 

paragraph 64 above). Secondly, there was no explanation in the warning letters as to what 

specific measures taken by the Association would be deemed as acceptable by the Ministry. 

Having regard to the nature of the Ministry's remarks, the Association was most likely 

expected to convene a new general assembly. However, under the domestic law, the process 

of convening a general assembly required at least two weeks (see paragraph 34 above). In 

such circumstances, it is difficult to see how the Association could be expected to eliminate 

the “breaches of law” within the ten-day period set by the Ministry. This raises a legitimate 

concern as to whether the Association was given a genuine chance to rectify its affairs before 

it had to face the sanction of dissolution. 

78.  As to the substance of the second and third warnings, it was noted, in generalised terms, 

that not all members of the Association had been properly informed of the general assembly of 

26 August 2002, that the Association's local branches had not been equally represented at the 

assembly, and that the current membership records had not been properly maintained. The 

Court sees little justification for the Ministry of Justice to interfere with the internal workings 

of the Association to such an extent, especially in the absence of any complaints by 

Association members concerning these matters. For example, in so far as the question of 

representation of local branches is concerned, the domestic law did not appear to directly 

regulate this matter. The Court considers that it should be up to an association itself to 

determine the manner in which its branches or individual members are represented in its 

central governing bodies. Likewise, it should be primarily up to the association itself and its 

members, and not the public authorities, to ensure that formalities of this type are observed in 

the manner specified in the association's charter. The Court considers that, while the State may 

introduce certain minimum requirements as to the role and structure of associations' governing 

bodies (see paragraph 73 above), the authorities should not intervene in the internal 

organisational functioning of associations to such a far-reaching extent as to ensure 

observance by an association of every single formality provided by its own charter. 
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79.  The Court further observes that, while the Ministry of Justice was vested with authority to 

initiate an action for the dissolution of the Association, it was for the domestic courts to decide 

whether it was justified to apply this sanction. They were therefore required to provide 

relevant and sufficient reasons for their decision (see paragraph 68 above). In the present case, 

that requirement first and foremost obliged the domestic courts to verify whether the 

allegations made against the Association by the Ministry of Justice were well-founded. This 

however has not been done in the present case. It appears that the only evidence assessed by 

the courts were the submissions of the parties, correspondence between the Association and 

the Ministry of Justice, and the reports of the Ministry of Justice officials concerning the 

results of their inspection of the Association's activities. Having heard the parties, the courts 

relied on the findings of the officials of the Ministry of Justice and accepted them at their face 

value as constituting true facts, without an independent judicial inquiry. Specifically, there is 

no indication in the domestic judgments that the courts had ever attempted to evaluate the 

merit of the Ministry's factual findings by independently examining such evidence as the 

minutes of the general assembly of 26 August 2002, the Association's membership records, 

documents relating to the organisational structure of the Association's branches, etc. 

80. Having regard to the above, the Court considers that, while it is undisputed that for around 

seven years the Association was in breach of the legal requirement to regularly convene a 

general assembly of members, the authorities did not give due weight to its attempt to rectify 

the problem by convening a general assembly on 26 August 2002. As to the other alleged 

breaches committed by the Association (“unlawfulness” of the general assembly of 26 August 

2002, deficiencies in membership records, etc.), neither the domestic authorities, nor the 

Government in their observations before the Court, have been able to prove with any sound 

evidence that these breaches did indeed take place and, if so, whether they constituted a 

compelling reason for the interference in question. 

81.  It therefore follows that, in respect of this ground for the interference (breaches by the 

Association of the domestic legal requirements on internal management), the reasons adduced 

by the national authorities to justify it were not relevant and sufficient. In such circumstances, 

the Court considers that the respondent State failed to demonstrate that the interference met a 

pressing social need. 

82.  Moreover, the interference did not, in any event, comply with the “proportionality” 

requirement. In this connection the Court considers that the nature and severity of the sanction 

imposed are factors to be taken into account when assessing the proportionality of the 

interference .... In the present case, forced dissolution was the only sanction available under 

the domestic law in respect of public associations found to have breached the requirements of 

the NGO Act and, accordingly, this sanction could be applied indiscriminately without regard 

to the gravity of the breach in question. The Court considers that a mere failure to respect 

certain legal requirements on internal management of non-governmental organisations cannot 

be considered such serious misconduct as to warrant outright dissolution. Therefore, even if 

the Court were to assume that there were compelling reasons for the interference, it considers 

that the immediate and permanent dissolution of the Association constituted a drastic measure 

disproportionate to the legitimate aim pursued. Greater flexibility in choosing a more 

proportionate sanction could be achieved by introducing into the domestic law less radical 

alternative sanctions, such as a fine or withdrawal of tax benefits (see paragraph 43 above for 

examples of alternative sanctions available in other member States of the Council of Europe). 

83..  In sum, the Court finds that the order to dissolve the Association on the ground of the 

alleged breaches of the domestic legal requirements on internal management of non-

governmental organisations was not justified by compelling reasons and was disproportionate 

to the legitimate aim pursued. 

.. 

84.  ... the Ministry of Justice and the domestic courts found that the Association had engaged 

in activities in which non-commercial organisations were prohibited to engage by law. In 

particular, the Association was accused of having attempted to collect money from State 

organs and commercial organisations in the guise of membership fees, conducted unlawful 

inspections at various organisations, and engaged in “other illegal acts interfering with the 

rights of entrepreneurs” ... 

7.  The Court observes at the outset that, while it appears that at least some of the above 

allegations, if proven, would entail criminal responsibility of the Association's managers or 

members implicated in the alleged unlawful actions, no criminal proceedings have ever been 
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instituted in connection with these allegations. This fact is, in itself, indicative of lack of 

sound evidence supporting the authorities' findings. 

8.  The Court further notes that neither the third warning of the Ministry of Justice, in which 

the above allegations were made, nor the Ministry's submissions to the domestic courts in 

connection with its request to dissolve the Association contained any specific evidence 

proving these allegations. Moreover, the allegations themselves were extremely vague, briefly 

worded and offered little insight into the details of the alleged illegal activities. 

9.  The domestic courts accepted the above allegations as true, without any independent 

judicial inquiry and without examining any direct evidence of the misconduct alleged. The 

Yasamal District Court had regard only to the content of the Ministry's third warning letter, 

heard evidence from the Head of the Ministry's Department of State Registration of Legal 

Entities (who merely reiterated the content of the third warning letter), and examined an 

internal inspection report of a Ministry of Justice official, which mentioned, in very brief 

terms, that the Association's branch in the Tovuz Region engaged in some illegal activities ... 

10.  However, neither the submissions of the Ministry of Justice officials nor the Yasamal 

District Court's judgment itself ever mentioned who specifically (that is, which person 

affiliated to the Association) had attempted to unlawfully collect money in the guise of 

membership fees. It was never mentioned when exactly these attempts were made, and from 

which specific State organ or commercial organisation the money was unlawfully collected. 

No direct victims or other witnesses of this misconduct were examined in court, no written 

complaints were examined, and no other direct evidence was produced. Likewise, no evidence 

was produced or examined as to when exactly, by which directly responsible individuals, and 

in which specific organisations the alleged “unlawful inspections” had been carried out. 

Lastly, there was no explanation at all as to what was specifically meant by “other illegal acts 

interfering with the rights of entrepreneurs”. 

11.  Put simply, the fact of the Association's alleged engagement “in activities prohibited by 

law” was unproven. In such circumstances, the domestic courts' decision to dissolve the 

Association on this ground is, in the Court's view, nothing short of arbitrary. 

12.  The Government have likewise failed to submit any explanation as to the specific details 

of the Association's allegedly unlawful activities or any evidence of such unlawful activities. 

13.  In sum, the Court considers that no justification has been provided by the domestic 

authorities or the Government for the Association's dissolution on this ground. 

 

62. The Committee of Ministers is still awaiting an action plan/action report with 

respect to the execution of this judgment
73

. 

 

63. It will be important to keep these findings in mind when considering the potential 

impact, and actual use, of the 2009 and 2013 amendments. 

 

 

The 2009 Amendments 

 

 

64. The 2009 amendments modified the NGO Law with regard to provisions that deal 

with the following matters: the applicability of the law; names of NGOs; 

branches; founders; members; establishment; registration of foreign NGOs; 

statutes; sources of property; supervision and responsibility; and amending 

existing statutes. These amendments were a substantially revised and less 

draconian version of the proposals initially submitted to the Parliament (Milli 

Mejilis) of the Republic of Azerbaijan in June 2009
74

. 
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Applicability 

 

65. As has already been noted, Article 1.4 of the NGO Law excludes from its 

application political parties, trade unions, religious associations and local self-

governments. Although the first three of these have the benefit of the protection 

afforded by Article 11 of the Convention and the second and third are also seen as 

an NGO for the purpose of 'Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14
75

, European and 

international standards do not require that all forms of association and NGO be 

dealt with in a common piece of legislation. It is sufficient that the relevant 

legislation actually fulfils the European and international standards applicable to 

all the different forms of association and NGO. 

 

66. However, the amendment to Article 1.4 extended the scope of the exclusion from 

the NGO Law from the four enumerated types of entity to 'the entities established 

to carry out the functions of these institutions'. Such an amendment is not only 

vague in its formulation but it is also one that is capable of impermissible 

encroachment on the rights and freedoms secured both under the Convention and 

Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14. 

 

67. The extension made to the excluded entities is vague - and thus lacking the 

precision required for a restriction on freedom of association under Article 11 of 

the Convention - in that it can be seen as embodying what is an effectively 

double-subjective test for determining the entities concerned. Thus it purports to 

be concerned with the purpose of those establishing the entities that might be 

excluded (were they intending that they should perform certain functions?) and at 

the same time does not prescribe any criteria for determining those motives, 

leaving the assessment of the decision-maker to draw his or her own conclusions 

from provisions in the statutes of the entities concerned which do not actually 

identify them as being political parties, etc. The danger of authorities being too 

ready to draw unjustified conclusions from such provisions has been evident in a 

number of cases before the Court where it found that there had been too 

precipitous a conclusion that the objectives of certain associations were 

unconstitutional
76

. It is thus evident from these cases that any evaluation of 

objectives, particularly where this has a bearing on conferment or retention of 

some legal status, must be well-informed. Moreover it is clear that freedom of 

association will be better respected if the imposition of restrictions is guided by 

the deeds of the body concerned
77

 rather than any conclusion formed about the 
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terms used in its formal statement of objectives
78

. The focus should thus be much 

more on the regulation of the former instead of on exercising control at the time of 

formation. 

 

68. On this basis, therefore, the amendment to Article 1.4 is inappropriate as it lacks 

sufficient safeguards against improper assessments being made about the 

objectives of entities seeking to be established pursuant to the NGO Law. 

 

69. However, the amendment is also objectionable in that it is likely to lead to entities 

which have objectives that are political or religious in character being required to 

become political parties or religious associations, notwithstanding that their 

fundamental goal is neither to be elected to public office nor to conduct religious 

worship or observance. 

 

70. Such an effect would be entirely inconsistent with both the right to freedom of 

association under Article 11 of the Convention and the terms of Recommendation 

CM/Rec(2007)14. Under these it should be possible to pursue any objectives 

provided that the objectives and the means employed for this purpose are 

consistent with the requirements of a democratic society
79

. Indeed the 

Recommendation, which does not include political parties within its scope, states 

explicitly that NGOs should be free 'to undertake research, education and 

advocacy on issues of public debate, regardless of whether the position taken is in 

accord with government policy or requires a change in the law' and 'to support a 

particular candidate or party in an election or a referendum provided that they are 

transparent in declaring their motivation'
80

. While the former is at least partly 

authorised by the NGO Law, the latter is prohibited by it
81

 so that Article 1.4 is 

clearly restricting even further
82

 any activity by NGOs that might be seen as 

'political'. 

 

71. Yet the Court has held that the fact an NGO's objectives might be seen as 

'political' should not necessitate it seeking the status of a political party where this 

is separately provided for under a country's law. Thus it found a violation of 

Article 11 of the Convention where the NGO in Zhechev v Bulgaria
83

 was refused 

registration because some of its aims – the restoration of the Constitution of 1879 

                                                                                                                                                        
dissenting judges in the Chamber judgment of 31 July 2001. See also Dicle for the Democratic Party (DEP) of 

Turkey v Turkey, no. 25141/94, 10 December 2002, in which dissolution based on remarks of party’s former 

president was held to be a disproportionate response. 
78

 The objection that the refusal to register an association that described itself as an ‘organisation of a national 

minority’ because of a perceived risk that it would seek to exploit certain advantages enjoyed by national 

minorities under the electoral law amounted to being based on ‘unfounded suspicions’ about its future actions 

was not accepted in Gorzelik and Others v Poland, 17 February 2004 [GC] because this action was directed to 

controlling the ‘lawfulness’ of the claim made in its memorandum of association – the term being used 

suggesting that the body had the rights conferred by the electoral law – and the case was thus distinguishable 

from the situation in the cases previously cited. 
79

 See Refah Partisi (The Welfare Party) and Others v Turkey[GC], nos. 41340/98, 41342/98, 41343/98 and 

41344/98, 13 February 2003 and para. 11 of Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14. 
80

 Paras. 12 and 13. 
81

 Article 2.4 provides that an NGO "may not provide financial and other material assistance to political parties 

... [but] may come up with proposals on improvement of legal and regulatory acts, according to the rules 

provided by the laws of the Azerbaijan Republic and by its own statute". 
82

 See para. 16.  
83

 No. 57045/00, 21 June 2007. 
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and of the monarchy – were 'political goals' within the meaning of Article 12(2) of 

the Constitution of 1991 and could hence be pursued solely by a political party. In 

considering whether it was necessary in a democratic society to prohibit NGOs, 

unless registered as political parties, from pursuing 'political goals', the Court 

stated that it had to examine whether this ban corresponded to a 'pressing social 

need' and whether it was proportionate to the aims sought to be achieved. It held 

that: 
55.  The first thing which needs to be noted in this connection is the uncertainty surrounding 

the term “political”, as used in Article 12 § 2 of the Constitution of 1991 and as interpreted by 

the domestic courts. ...  Against this background [of different interpretations by national 

courts] and bearing in mind that this term is inherently vague and could be subject to largely 

diverse interpretations, it is quite conceivable that the Bulgarian courts could label any goals 

which are in some way related to the normal functioning of a democratic society as “political” 

and accordingly direct the founders of legal entities wishing to pursue such goals to register 

them as political parties instead of “ordinary” associations. A classification based on this 

criterion is therefore liable to produce incoherent results and engender considerable 

uncertainty among those wishing to apply for registration of such entities. 

56.  If associations in Bulgaria could, when registered as such, participate in elections and 

accede to power, as was the case in Gorzelik and Others ..., it might be necessary to require 

some of them to register as political parties, so as to make them subject to, for instance, 

stricter rules concerning party financing, public control and transparency ... However, under 

Bulgarian law, as it stood at the material time and as it stands at present, associations may not 

participate in national, local or European elections ... There is therefore no “pressing social 

need” to require every association deemed by the courts to pursue “political” goals to register 

as a political party, especially in view of the fact that, as noted above, the exact meaning of 

that term under Bulgarian law appears to be quite vague. That would mean forcing the 

association to take a legal shape which its founders did not seek. It would also mean 

subjecting it to a number of additional requirements and restrictions, such as for instance the 

rule that a political party cannot be formed by less than fifty enfranchised citizens ..., which 

may in some cases prove an insurmountable obstacle for its founders. Moreover, such an 

approach runs counter to freedom of association, because, in case it is adopted, the liberty of 

action which will remain available to the founders of an association may become either non-

existent or so reduced as to be of no practical value ... 

57.  The Court therefore considers that alleged “political” character of the association's aims 

was also not a sufficient ground to refuse its registration. 

 

72. The Court has also found it unjustified for registration to be refused to an 

association because the entity concerned - which was not seeking to become a 

political party - was seeking to distribute propaganda and lobby authorities with 

their ideas and aims
84

. 

 

73. Thus the amendment not only suffers from the vice of vagueness but would 

unjustifiably limit the pursuit of objectives that are political and religious in 

character to those entities that were founded specifically as political parties or 

religious associations. 

 

74. It should be noted that this amendment effectively reinstates a prohibition on 

political activities that had been deleted in 2000 from the penultimate draft of the 

NGO Law in order to bring it into compliance with the requirements of the 

Convention. 

 

 

 

                                                 
84

 Koretskyy and Others v Ukraine, no. 40269/02, 3 April 2008. 
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Names 

 

75. The amendment to Article 3.1 of the NGO Law supplemented the existing 

requirement that an NGO should have a name that is indicative of its 

organisational legal form and nature of activity by a stipulation prohibiting the use 

of names of state agencies or of distinguished people of Azerbaijan, although in 

respect of the latter this prohibition is not to apply where consent has been given 

by their close relatives or inheritors. 

 

76. It is certainly legitimate to prevent an NGO from using a name that is patently 

misleading or is not adequately distinguishable from that of an existing natural or 

legal person
85

, and this could include official bodies
86

. In this respect, therefore, 

the amendment might not seem problematic. However, respect for the right to 

freedom of expression under Article 10 of the Convention would probably rule out 

an absolute bar on the inclusion of the names of state agencies as part of those of 

NGOs where there is clearly a satirical or critical objective and there is thus no 

risk of confusion by the public of the NGO with the official body
87

. This aspect of 

the amendment is thus objectionable since its absolute character precludes any 

allowance for the use for NGOs that have a satirical or critical objective without 

being misleading.  

 

                                                 
85

 See para. 34 of Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14. See also X v Switzerland (dec.), no. 18874/91, 12 January 

1994 (76 DR 44 (1994)) (in which it was found that a refusal of registration under the national designation – as 

opposed to an absolute refusal - could be regarded as necessary in a democratic society for the prevention of 

disorder and the protection of the rights and freedoms of others where a third person might confuse the applicant 

association’s name with that of a chamber of commerce and another body responsible for bilateral trade 

relations between Switzerland and Australia; the body ‘lacked the necessary integration into national foreign 

trade policy’ (p 49)) and  Basisan for ‘Liga Apararii Drepturilor Omului Din Romania’ v Romania (dec.), no. 

28973/95, 30 October 1997 (91 DR 29 (1997)) (in which the only difference between the name of the applicant 

association and the already existing ‘League for the Defence of Human Rights’ was the addition of ‘in Romania’ 

and the former European Commission of Human Rights considered that, having regard to the possibility of 

confusion, the refusal of registration could be viewed as unreasonable). See Gorzelik and Others v Poland, no 

44158/98, 17 February 2004, in which it was accepted that an application by  the ‘Union of People of Silesian 

nationality’ could be rejected because its memorandum of association referred to it as being an ‘organisation of 

a national minority’ which was a concept found in the parliamentary elections law governing participation in the 

distribution of seats and thus gave the misleading impression that the association and its members would enjoy 

certain ‘electoral privileges to which they were not entitled’ (para 103). It was significant that such doubts could 

have been dispelled by only a slight change in the association’s memorandum of association and without having 

any harmful consequences for its existence as an association or preventing the achievement of its objectives. In 

such circumstances the restriction could hardly be regarded as disproportionate to the legitimate aim being 

pursued. In the Chamber judgment the requirement of a slight change in the association’s name as a condition 

for registration was also considered unobjectionable but this issue was not specifically addressed in the Grand 

Chamber. Only the grounds cited above, together with the failure to submit ‘all clearly prescribed documents’ 

are recognised in paragraph 34 of Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14. 
86

 See Apeh Uldozotteinek Szovetsege, Ivanyi, Roth and Szerdahelyi v Hungary (dec.), no 32367/96 31 August 

1999, in which the Court did not consider there to be an excessive interference with freedom of association in 

the refusal of a request for a registration by an association whose name in English was the Alliance of APEH’s 

Persecutees (APEH being the abbreviated name of the Hungarian Tax Authority) when there was no obstacle to 

the formation and registration of an association to promote taxpayers’ interests other than the choice of a name 

that  implied a risk of confusion and that was defamatory. 
87

 The ruling in the Apeh case just cited is certainly questionable since it is doubtful whether anyone might have 

imagined a body with such a name was an official one and the ready acceptance of the defamation objection is 

possibly at odds with the protection given to value judgements under Article 10. 
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77. The prohibition on using the names of distinguished people of Azerbaijan is also 

objectionable in that it is not seeking to prevent confusion with existing 

institutions named in their honour or the use of the names of living persons 

without their consent - something that would be permissible both under the 

Convention and Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14
88

 - but to make the use by an 

NGO of the names of an imprecise group of persons without the consent of 

another group of persons that is also imprecise in its composition. Certainly the 

question of whether or not someone is one of 'the distinguished people of 

Azerbaijan' cannot be regarded as something that can be readily ascertained in 

advance since the attribution 'distinguished' is something over which there is 

always likely to be considerable argument in any society, as well as being 

something that is inevitably subject to historical revision. Furthermore, while a 

'close relative' is not itself an imprecise term, an inheritor is since it is one that can 

cover many generations of persons. This would thus allow a veto to be exercised 

over the use of a name in circumstances where there was no personal connection 

with the 'distinguished' person concerned and the expiry of title to copyright or 

trademark protection meant that  no special interest could be claimed to exercise 

control over the use of a name that may have become part of the heritage of all in 

the country. 

 

78. The restriction on the use of names by NGOs thus goes well beyond what is 

permissible under European and international standards. 

 

 

Symbols 

 

79. A new Article 3-1 was introduced providing that NGOs can have a flag, emblem 

and other symbols but providing that symbols must not be identical to those of the 

Republic of Azerbaijan, foreign states, state bodies, international organisations 

and other institutions. Furthermore, symbols adopted by NGOs must not imitate 

trade marks protected by the law. This provision is not problematic. 

 

 

Branches 

 

80. There were two amendments to the provisions in Article 7 dealing with the 

branches and representative offices of NGOs. The first - to Article 7.1 - imposed a 

notification requirement regarding their establishment and the second - to Article 

7.5 - introduced a citizenship requirement for the deputy chiefs of branches and 

representative offices of NGOs founded by aliens or foreign legal entities. 

 

81. The amendment to Article 7.1 firstly stipulates that there is no registration 

requirement applicable to the branches and representative offices of NGOs. This is 

not something that previously seemed necessary given the way in which the 

original version of Article 7 was formulated, notably that they are not legal 

entities, but it is useful to have this confirmed - which is the position required by 

paragraph 42 of Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14 - since there was such a 

requirement in the legislation replaced by the NGO Law in 2000.  

                                                 
88

 See n. 56  
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82. The further stipulation that NGOs must notify the relevant executive authority 

within 10 days of their establishment of a branch or representative office is not, in 

principle, inconsistent with either the Convention or Recommendation 

CM/Rec(2007)14. However, such a requirement is not found in the majority of 

Council of Europe countries
89

 and, given the actual practice of regulation of 

NGOs seen in the Republic of Azerbaijan, its introduction without any problem 

manifesting itself since the adoption of the NGO Law is clearly a matter of 

considerable concern. 

 

83. A requirement that certain office-holders of an NGO be citizens of the country in 

which it is established - such as is seen in the amendment to Article 7.5 - is not as 

such incompatible with either the Convention or Recommendation 

CM/Rec(2007)14 and is something found in the practice of some Council of 

Europe countries, albeit a small minority of them
90

. However, the scope of the 

amendment is unclear since, while it establishes a citizenship requirement for 

deputy chiefs of branches and representative offices
91

, it does not actually 

stipulate that there must be a deputy chief and it should be noted that the 

unamended version of Article 7.5 only makes provision for there to be a chief of 

such a branch or representative office. It may be that a duty to have deputy chief is 

an implied requirement of the amendment but the imposition of any criminal 

liability for failing to appoint a deputy chief would be in breach of Article 7 of the 

Convention because of the lack of precision of the obligation involved
92

. 

 

 

Founders 

 

84. The amendment introduced as Article 9.1-1 allows only aliens and stateless 

persons who have the right to permanent residence in the Republic of Azerbaijan 

to be founders of NGOs. 

 

85. The absolute character of this restriction is incompatible with European and 

international standards insofar as it precludes the persons concerned from 

establishing NGOs that are membership-based. This is because the inclusive 

nature of "everyone' in guarantees of the right to freedom of association such as 

Article 11 of the Convention mean that this freedom is one that should, in 

principle, be exercisable by people who are not actually permanently resident in 

the country concerned (whether they are citizens of another country or stateless 

persons)
93

. Moreover the restriction not only affects those excluded by Article 9.1-

1; it also limits the freedom of citizens and aliens having permanent residence in 

the Republic of Azerbaijan to associate with them. 

 

                                                 
89

 See 2nd Annual Report of the Expert Council on NGO Law 
90

 See 2nd Annual Report. However, paragraph 49 of the Recommendation provides that " NGOs should not be 

subject to any specific limitation on non-nationals being on their management or staff". 
91

 Its aim, according to the government, is the improvement of the knowledge of citizens in the field and 

developing their career opportunities, as well as assisting NGOs to fulfil their objectives; page 7 of the Ministry 

of Justice's Comments. 
92

 See, e.g., Jorgic v. Germany, no. 74613/01, 12 July 2007 and Kafkaris v. Cyprus [GC], no. 21906/04, 12 

February 2008. 
93

 Paragraph 16 of Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14 lists non-nationals as potential founders of an NGO. 
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86. Although Article 16 of the Convention does accept the possibility of some 

restrictions being imposed on the political activity of those who are not citizens 

(whether permanently resident or not) and this is defined to cover freedom of 

association, such restrictions ought to be compatible with the Convention’s overall 

objectives of political democracy, freedom and the rule of law and they ought not 

to be disproportionate
94

. It might, therefore, be possible to justify the exclusion of 

persons who are not citizens from establishing national political parties but it 

would certainly be harder to do so where the body was concerned with either local 

or non-party issues or ones that were international in character. In some instances 

there might also be a case for requiring founders to comprise at least some citizens 

or permanent residents. 

 

87. Nonetheless there is likely to be a reluctance to accept restrictions as being 

justified under Article 16 where they relate to persons from a country with which 

the one imposing them has close political and institutional links
95

. 

 

88. However, it is impossible to discern any justification for the blanket bar on being 

founders of NGOs for persons who are not permanent residents that was 

introduced by Article 9.1-1, particularly as there is no comparable restriction on 

non-resident aliens or stateless persons establishing companies
96

. 

 

 

Members 

 

89. The addition of Article 10.4 introduced a requirement that a 'public association'
97

 

must, within 30 days of receiving state registration, 'ensure the establishment of 

the register of its members'. 

 

90. Establishing such a register is something to be expected of any responsible 

membership-based NGO since, without one, it would clearly be impossible to give 

effect to the rights of members in the running of the NGO concerned, notably 

participation in its supreme governing body
98

. The government have explained 

that the existence of many disputes over membership are the reason for 

introducing a requirement to establish a register of members
99

. 

 

91. However, there is a need to clarify the circumstances in which there might be an 

obligation to disclose the contents of such a register once established as it is 

important to ensure compliance with both the right to respect for private life and 

                                                 
94

 See Piermont v. France, nos. 15773/89 and 15774/89, 27 April 1995.  
95

 In Piermont v France Article 16 was not accepted as justifying restrictions on the exercise of freedom of 

expression by someone from another European Union member State and who was also a Member of the 

European Parliament. It is at least arguable that a similar approach would be appropriate where the country 

imposing the restriction and the country of those affected are both members of the Council of Europe. See also 

Paragraph 56 of the Explanatory Memorandum to Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14. 
96

 See http://www.bridgewest.eu/article/set-up-company-azerbaijan and 

http://www.doingbusiness.org/data/exploreeconomies/azerbaijan/starting-a-business. 
97

 The term used in the English translation which is taken to be the term 'public association' used elsewhere in 

this opinion. 
98

 Thus paragraph 20 of Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14 provides that " The highest governing body of a 

membership-based NGO should be the membership". 
99

 Page 7 of the Ministry of Justice's Comments. 
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to freedom of association under, respectively, Articles 8 and 11 of the Convention. 

The NGO Law is silent on this point but, although the government have 

maintained that there is no requirement to submit the register to the authorities
100

, 

this does not really address the issue of what, if any, are the circumstances in 

which disclosure or submission to inspection might be possible. There ought, 

therefore, to be a guarantee that this register is not subject to inspection by public 

authorities or to any other disclosure requirement except pursuant to a court order 

issued for compelling reasons
101

. It should be noted in this connection that it is 

well-established that the existence of unconstrained requirements for NGOs to 

disclose their membership lists to public authorities could operate as a 

discouragement to individuals joining them and thus constitute an unacceptable 

inhibition on their freedom of association
102

. 

 

 

Establishment 

 

92. Article 12 was amended to add a new sub-paragraph - 1.1 - that requires 

foundations to have an authorised capital of at least 10,000 AZN, which is 

approximately 9,618 EUR. The government has explained that a 'minimal amount 

of nominal capital' has been stipulated for funds because lack of finance has meant 

that they have not been able to achieve their goals and thereby damaged 'both their 

declared aims and prestige'
103

. However, there has been no explanation as to why 

the particular amount of capital specified - twenty-seven times the then average 

monthly salary of 319 AZN (306 EUR)
104

 - was chosen. 

 

93. There are no European or international standards governing the minimum capital 

required to establish a foundation but the amount specified is likely to mean that 

this form of NGO will not be generally available. Indeed it may not even be used 

by those with the required capital as there appears to be no incentive in the form 

of tax breaks to offset the liability to which a donor would otherwise incur. The 

combination of this new capital requirement with the absence of such incentives 

runs counter to the requirement in Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14 that 'the 

legal and fiscal framework applicable to NGOs should encourage their 

establishment and continued operation' and that NGOs 
should be assisted in the pursuit of their objectives through public funding and other forms of 

support, such as exemption from income and other taxes or duties on membership fees, funds 

and goods received from donors
105

. 

 

                                                 
100

 Ibid. 
101

 In fact there seems to be a developing practice of asking to see the list of members; see para. 218. 
102

 Thus in National Association of Teachers in Further and Higher Education v United Kingdom (dec.), no. 

28910/95, 16 April 1998 (93 DR 63 (1998)) the former European Commission of Human Rights ‘accepted that 

there might be specific circumstances in which a legal requirement of an association to reveal the names of its 

members to a third party could give rise to an unjustified interference with the rights under Article 11 or other 

provisions of the Convention’ (p 71). These did not exist in this case – which concerned an obligation of a union 

to disclose the names of members who would be involved in industrial action – as it was not considered likely to 

impair the union’s ability to protect its members, the employer was in any event aware of the names of most 

members through payroll deduction of membership fees and there was nothing inherently secret about 

membership of a union. 
103

 Page 7 of the Ministry of Justice's Comments. 
104

 This figure is for September 2010; see http://www.news.az/articles/economy/25168. 
105

 Paragraphs 8 and 57 respectively. 
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94. The introduction of the capital requirement for foundations will mean that public 

associations will be the only form of NGO that will be practicable for most 

persons to establish and thus the need for there to be minimal restrictions in law 

and practice on its use becomes all the more important
106

. 

 

 

Registration of foreign NGOs 

 

95. The 2009 amendments included a new Article 12.3 which provides that the state 

registration of NGOs of foreign states ('foreign NGOs') is to be 'carried out upon 

the agreement signed with those organisations'. 

 

96. This provision supplements the existing arrangements for registration of foreign 

NGOs found in the Registration Law, Article 11.3 of which provides for refusal of 

registration on the following grounds: 

11.3.1. when documents submitted to the relevant executive power body of the Azerbaijan 

Republic contradict the Constitution of the Azerbaijan republic, this Law and other legal acts;  

11.3.2. when purposes, targets and forms of activity of the institutions that wish to obtain the legal 

entity status contradict the legislation; 

11.3.3. when provisions of the legislation on protection of company names are violated, or a non-

commercial organization with a similar name is registered;  

11.3.4. if the drawbacks revealed in documents by the relevant executive power body of the 

Azerbaijan Republic, are not removed within the period specified in Article 8.3 of this Law. 

97. In the absence of a ratification of the European Convention on the Recognition of 

the Legal Personality of International Non-Governmental Organisations
107

 there is 

no obligation under international law for a state to recognise the legal personality 

of foreign NGOs or to allow them to operate in  its territory. However, pursuant to 

Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14, any requirement to obtain approval to 

operate should be consistent with the general requirements for the registration of 

an NGO
108

. 

 

98. The latter requirement thus sets out clear criteria governing the basis on which 

foreign NGOs can be authorised to operate within a country. In particular the only 

basis for refusing permission to operate would be that in paragraph 34 of 

Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14, namely,  
a failure to submit all the clearly prescribed documents required, a name has been used that is 

patently misleading or is not adequately distinguishable from that of an existing natural or 

legal person in the state concerned or there is an objective in the statutes which is clearly 

inconsistent with the requirements of a democratic society. 

 

These conditions - which are respected in Article 11.3 of the Registration Law - 

are not reflected in Article 12.3 of the NGO Law, which provides an open-ended 
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 The capital requirement was also the subject of adverse comment in the Venice Commission Opinion; at 

paras. 67-68. 
107

 ETS No. 124. 
108

 Paragraph 45. 
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power to reach an agreement, i.e., without any criteria governing the terms of an 

agreement that might be reached. 

 

99. Although the 2009 Decree gave the Ministry of Justice the power 
to hold negotiations on preparation of agreement in connection with the state registration of 

branches or representations of non-governmental organizations of foreign states in the order 

provided for by the legislation 
 

the omission of any governing criteria for such an agreement was only purportedly 

addressed in the 2011 Decree. 

 

100. Rule 3 of the 2011 Decree thus provides that  

3.1 Information about the organization and its activities during the negotiations the purposes of the 

Republic of Azerbaijan, the Azerbaijani society and the importance of this activity should 

be discussed during negotiations. 

 3.2. The organization's future activities in the territory of the Republic of Azerbaijan should 

include the following conditions: 

3.2.1. Comply with Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan, with laws and other normative 

legal acts; 

3.2.2 Respect National and moral values, respect the people of Azerbaijan; 

3.2.3. Should have no activities in occupied territories after Armenia-Azerbaijan, Nagorno-

Karabakh conflict in the occupied territories as a result of any operations carried out , as well as no 

contacts with the separatist regime of Nagorno-Karabakh ; 

3.2.4. not involved in the political and religious propaganda; 

3.2.5. provide information required to state registry  within the timeframe established by the 

legislation on non-profit legal entities. 

3.3. Within the competence of the parties during negotiations or other matters of mutual 

interest can be discussed. 

3.4. Proposals are contrary to the legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan can not be the subject 

of negotiations. 

3.5. As a result of negotiations by the conditions in paragraph 3.2 of these Regulations is 

not achieved, the Ministry of Foreign Affairs of the Republic of Azerbaijan will be informed on 

this, and the negotiations stopped.  

101. However, although the requirements to comply with the Constitution and the law 

and not to have activities in occupied territories are consistent with European and 

international standards, other terms used in the Decree are overly broad and could 

entail restrictions that go beyond those admissible under those standards. This is 

especially so of the provisions regarding respect in Article 3.2.2 and propaganda 

in Article 3.2.4, both of which can be subjectively interpreted and applied 

inconsistently with international guarantees of freedom of expression. As the 

Court has made clear, the fact that someone comes from outside the country does 

not dispense a state from the obligation to ensure that restrictions on this freedom 

are prescribed by law, have a legitimate aim and are necessary in a democratic 
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society, respecting in particular the principle of proportionality
109

. The fact that 

these provisions are used to supplement the requirement that a foreign NGO's 

activities are in accordance with the law and the Constitution and are to be applied 

on the basis of 'feedbacks (opinions)' of different state bodies does not afford any 

confidence that the those provisions will be applied in a manner consistent with 

European and international standards.  

 

102. The government has insisted that the need for account to be taken of the opinions 

of different state bodies is intended to prevent 'subjectivism'
110

 but no explanation 

is given as to how the risk of such subjectivism can be excluded from the role of 

the Ministry of Justice, the single body charged with negotiating the agreement 

required before registration can be undertaken. Moreover, this explanation does 

not address the concern expressed above as to the breadth of the criteria 

subsequently introduced for the negotiation of agreements, as well the scope for 

inconsistent approaches in the feedback submitted to the Ministry of Justice by 

other entities 

 

103. The Decree is also problematic in that it does not provide for any proper time-

frame or clear process for reaching an agreement that would allow the existing 

process of registration under the Registration Law then to be pursued. Thus there 

is no deadline for the relevant state bodies to provide their feedback or for the 

Ministry of Justice to reach a conclusion that the gathered opinions are positive 

and there is no indication as to manner in which negotiations are to be conducted. 

Indeed the process of negotiations with the Ministry of Justice could be prolonged 

for as long as that Ministry wants since, while there is provision for termination in 

the event of a refusal to accept the conditions laid down in Article 3.2 of the 

Decree, acceptance of those conditions does not result in a favourable conclusion 

to them. 

 

104. Furthermore the provision for negotiations introduced by Article 12.3 of the NGO 

Law, and only slightly elaborated on by the Decree, as a supplementary 

requirement for obtaining registration runs counter to the stipulation in 

Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14 that the granting of approval for foreign 

NGOs to operate should be determined in a manner consistent with the provisions 

governing the acquisition of legal personality by domestic NGOs
111

. This was 

something already achieved by the Registration Law. This is thus an additional 

basis for concluding that the changes introduced by Article 12.3 of the NGO Law 

and the Decree are in breach of European and international standards
112

. 

  

Statutes 

 

105. The provisions concerning the statutes of NGOs in Article 13 were 

supplemented by a new paragraph 3 stipulating that such statutes do not  
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 See Piermont v. France, nos. 15773/89 and 15774/89, 27 April 1995. 
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allow to usurp the powers of state and local self-governments, and to envisage state control 

and inspection functions as well. 

 

106. The aim of this new paragraph is undoubtedly to set limits on the objectives and 

activities of NGOs but, while its scope is not particularly clear, it would seem to 

do so in a manner that is incompatible with European and international standards. 

 

107. The use of the words 'usurp', 'powers' and 'functions' together with the terms 'state 

and local self-governments' and 'state control and inspection' is positing the notion 

that there are certain activities that are exclusive to public authorities, which 

cannot therefore be performed by NGOs. However, the nature of governmental 

powers and functions is something that continually evolves and indeed what is 

sometimes seen as governmental at one point in time may well be something that 

at another point is either not undertaken by it at all or is performed by the private 

sector. Moreover, it is a feature of modern society for NGOs to work 

collaboratively with public authorities and to carry out activities which facilitate 

the achievement of public policy objectives. This is recognised in the Preamble to 

Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14
113

. 

 

108. As there is no clear indication in Article 13.3 as to what is in the exclusive domain 

of public authorities, the limitation that it purports to impose on the objectives and 

activities of NGOs lacks the necessary precision for a restriction on the right to 

freedom of association and it is thus incompatible with Article 11 of the 

Convention. 

 

109. However, even if there were greater precision regarding the powers and functions 

concerned, it is improbable that it would be consistent with European and 

international standards to provide by law that certain of these are exclusive to 

government. It would, of course, be entirely legitimate for the law to prohibit an 

NGO from portraying itself as a public authority when pursuing an objective. 

Moreover European and international standards do not require that NGOs be 

given all the powers that may be enjoyed by public authorities. Nonetheless, 

subject to these limitations, NGOs should be free to pursue any objectives, and 

use any means for this purpose, that are consistent with the requirements of a 

democratic society
114

. 

 

110. The legitimacy of NGOs undertaking activities and pursuing objectives that might 

be entwined with what public authorities do is underlined by provisions in both 

Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14 and the Declaration on the Right and 

Responsibility of Individuals, Groups and Organs of Society to Promote and 

Protect Universally Recognized Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms
115

. 

 

                                                 
113

 As is seen in the following clause: "Noting that the contributions of NGOs are made through an extremely 

diverse body of activities which can range from acting as a vehicle for communication between different 

segments of society and public authorities, through the advocacy of changes in law and public policy, the 

provision of assistance to those in need, the elaboration of technical and professional standards, the monitoring 

of compliance with existing obligations under national and international law, and on to the provision of a means 

of personal fulfilment and of pursuing, promoting and defending interests shared with others". 
114

 See Refah Partisi (The Welfare Party) and Others v Turkey [GC], nos. 41340/98, 41342/98, 41343/98 and 

41344/98, 13 February 2003 and paragraph 11 of Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14. 
115

 United Nations General Assembly resolution 53/144. 
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111. Thus paragraph 12 of the former states that:  
NGOs should be free to undertake research, education and advocacy on issues of public 

debate, regardless of whether the position taken is in accord with government policy or 

requires a change in the law. 

 

112. Moreover the latter instrument underlines the entitlement of NGOs to engage in a 

wide range of activities concerned with the conduct of public authorities: 

 
Article 6 

 

Everyone has the right, individually and in association with others: 

(a) To know, seek, obtain, receive and hold information about all human rights and fundamental 

freedoms, including having access to information as to how those rights and freedoms are given 

effect in domestic legislative, judicial or administrative systems; 

(b) As provided for in human rights and other applicable international instruments, freely to 

publish, impart or disseminate to others views, information and knowledge on all human rights and 

fundamental freedoms; 

 

(c) To study, discuss, form and hold opinions on the observance, both in law and in practice, of all 

human rights and fundamental freedoms and, through these and other appropriate means, to draw 

public attention to those matters. 

 

Article 7 

 

Everyone has the right, individually and in association with others, to develop and discuss new 

human rights ideas and principles and to advocate their acceptance. 

 

Article 8 

 

1. Everyone has the right, individually and in association with others, to have effective access, on a 

non-discriminatory basis, to participation in the government of his or her country and in the 

conduct of public affairs. 

2. This includes, inter alia, the right, individually and in association with others, to submit to 

governmental bodies and agencies and organizations concerned with public affairs criticism and 

proposals for improving their functioning and to draw attention to any aspect of their work that 

may hinder or impede the promotion, protection and realization of human rights and fundamental 

freedoms. 

 

Article 9 

 

1. In the exercise of human rights and fundamental freedoms, including the promotion and 

protection of human rights as referred to in the present Declaration, everyone has the right, 

individually and in association with others, to benefit from an effective remedy and to be protected 

in the event of the violation of those rights. 

2. To this end, everyone whose rights or freedoms are allegedly violated has the right, either in 

person or through legally authorized representation, to complain to and have that complaint 

promptly reviewed in a public hearing before an independent, impartial and competent judicial or 

other authority established by law and to obtain from such an authority a decision, in accordance 

with law, providing redress, including any compensation due, where there has been a violation of 

that person's rights or freedoms, as well as enforcement of the eventual decision and award, all 

without undue delay. 

 

3. To the same end, everyone has the right, individually and in association with others, inter alia: 

 

(a) To complain about the policies and actions of individual officials and governmental bodies 

with regard to violations of human rights and fundamental freedoms, by petition or other 

appropriate means, to competent domestic judicial, administrative or legislative authorities or any 

other competent authority provided for by the legal system of the State, which should render their 

decision on the complaint without undue delay; 
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(b) To attend public hearings, proceedings and trials so as to form an opinion on their compliance 

with national law and applicable international obligations and commitments; 

 

(c) To offer and provide professionally qualified legal assistance or other relevant advice and 

assistance in defending human rights and fundamental freedoms. 

 

113. The permissibility of NGOs being concerned in matters seen by some as 

'governmental' is also secured by the Convention on Access to Information, Public 

Participation in Decision-making and Access to Justice in Environmental Matters 

(Aarhus Convention)
116

. 

 

114. Both the formulation and the intended effect of Article 13.3 are thus entirely 

incompatible with European and international standards
117

. 

 

 

Sources of property 

 

115. Article 24.0.2 was amended to insert the word 'voluntary' before 'donations' in the 

itemisation of the different sources of property for NGOs, mirroring the deletion 

of the word 'voluntary' before 'property shares' in the definition of a foundation by 

Article 2.2.. 

 

116. As a donation is by definition something that is voluntary it is not evident that 

these changes are doing anything more than state the obvious but there is nothing 

problematic about these amendments. 

 

117. Although the registration requirement before any transactions can be undertaken 

with grant funds - including their withdrawal from a bank as this requires a 

document of grant registration - is not new
118

, its restatement in the 2009 Decree 

follows a substantial increase
119

 in the fine for failure to submit a copy of each 

grant contract to the Ministry of Justice from 50 AZN (48 EUR) to between 1,000 

and 2,500 AZN (961-2,404 EUR). This change will not affect the ability to 

receive grants but will necessitate timely reporting and this has been problematic 

because of the requirement that the contracts be notarised and the failure to 

specify the documents required for the purpose of registration. The restated 

requirement with the more significant penalty has the potential to become an 

instrument of control over NGOs that may not be able to get their grants registered 

without any fault on their part.  

 

 

 

 

 

                                                 
116

 Notably Articles 2, 3, 4, 6, 7, 8 and 9. Azerbaijan acceded to this Convention on 23 March 2000 without any 

reservation.. 
117

 Concern about the requirements in Article 13.3 was also expressed in the Venice Commission Opinion; at 

paras. 96-102. 
118

 It is to be found in Articles 4.4 and 4. of the Law on Grants. 
119

 Through amendments to Article 233-1 of the Code on Administrative Offences. The government have 

explained that the amendments were made in 2008; page 8 of the Ministry of Justice's Comments. 
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Supervision and responsibility 

 

118. Three changes were made by the 2009 amendments to the provisions in Articles 

29 and 30 of the NGO Law concerning supervision and responsibility of NGOs. 

 

119. The first - by the introduction of Article 29.4 - is the establishment of a 

requirement to submit annual financial statements by 1 April each year. The 

second is the provision in Article 31.2-1 for NGOs to be notified of a failure  

to provide necessary information for the state register or to present incorrect information by 

legal entities. 

 

The third is the provision in Article 31.6 for NGOs to be notified where they have 

not submitted the annual financial statement in time and to bear responsibility if 

this is not then presented within 30 days. 

120. A requirement for NGOs to submit a financial statement to a public authority - in 

this instance specified by the 2009 Decree to be the Ministry of Finance - is not 

inherently problematic. 

 

121.  The government has indicated that the introduction of this requirement was linked 

to the implementation of a law on money-laundering and the financing of 

terrorism but it has also stated that supervision over the use of grants is intended 

to give an opportunity for determining the directions of resources spent on 

developing civil society and related matters
120

. 

 

 

122. However, the requirement under Article 29.4 is not linked in any way to the 

receipt of public support, which is the basis on which a financial reporting 

obligation is authorised by Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14
121

. Moreover no 

distinction is made in applying the requirement between those NGOs that are 

registered and thus are legal entities and those that have only been legalised and 

thus relatively informal. 

 

123. The Presidential Decree instructed the Cabinet of Ministers  
to determine forms, content and procedure of submission of annual financial report of non-

governmental organisations as provided for by the second sentence of article 29.4. 

  

This has been provided by the financial reporting Rule. This requires annual 

financial accounting in compliance with the National Accounting Standards for 

NGOs. The accounting period is normally the calendar year but runs from the date 

of registration until 31 December where an NGO is established before 1 October 

in a given year and from the date of registration until 31 December in the 

following year in the case of an NGO established after 1 October. The accounts 

must deal with the financial condition of the NGO concerned, covering all its 

assets, income, expenditure, gains or losses on commercial activities and any 

surplus or deficit on non-commercial activities. There are four forms to complete, 

one on the NGO's financial state, a second on the results of financial action, a 

third on changes in real assets or capital and a fourth on the process of funds. 

 

                                                 
120

 Page 9 of the Ministry of Justice's Comments. 
121

 Paragraph 62. 
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124. If taken in isolation,  this is not a requirement that is particularly burdensome for 

all NGOs. However, it is one that has been added to the pre-existing requirement 

to submit reports to the tax authorities, it applies to all NGOs whatever their size 

and level of activity and it fails to clarify the object of the exercise. As such the 

requirement has the potential to be unduly intrusive and could ultimately provide 

the basis for interference with the operation of at least some NGOs. The 

introduction of the requirement in Article 29.4 certainly seems to be running 

counter to the principle that reporting obligations for NGOs  

should not be unduly burdensome and should not require the submission of excessive detail 

about either the activities or the accounts
122

.  

 

Moreover the penalty of 2,000 AZN (1,923 EUR) for non-compliance is 

substantial. 

 

125. It is also unlikely that the waiver of the need for a compulsory audit in the case of  

NGOs, as a result of amendments to the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan "On 

Audit Services" on 11 February 2011, will mitigate this burden as much of the 

work required for an audit would be needed in order to discharge the financial 

reporting obligation. This waiver will, however, save NGOs some of the cost of 

audit fees. 

 

126. The provision introduced by Article 31.2-1 is, in the English translation at least, 

partly unclear as the phrase 'to present incorrect information by legal entities' is 

meaningless. However, there is nothing objectionable in providing for a duty of 

notification by a public authority to an NGO that has failed to comply with an 

obligation applicable to it regarding the provision of information. 

 

127. Similarly, even if the financial reporting obligation being established might be 

excessive, the provision in Article 31.6 of a duty to notify NGOs of non-

compliance and to allow a period of 30 days to submit the report is not 

inconsistent with European and international standards. There is, however, a need 

to clarify what are the consequences of non-compliance as this provision only 

refers to responsibility being 'in accordance with the legislation of the Republic of 

Azerbaijan'. Certainly a heavy financial penalty could prove devastating for some 

NGOs and would be disproportionate where their finances are at the lower end of 

the scale. Moreover a notification given under article 31.6 could count as one for 

the purpose of the power of liquidation under Article 31.4 where more than two 

notifications have been given. 

 

128. In view of these potential consequences for NGOs the introduction in Article 31 

of the financial reporting obligation without details as to what is entailed and any 

clear regulatory objective could be regarded as inconsistent with the requirement 

in Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14 that the 
legal and fiscal framework applicable to NGOs should encourage their establishment and 

continued operation
123

. 
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 Paragraph 114 of the Explanatory Memorandum to Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14. 
123

 Paragraph 8. 
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Amending statutes of existing NGOs 

 

129. The 2009 amendments did not require existing NGOs to re-register or re-legalise 

and there was no explicit requirement to bring their statutes into conformity with 

their provisions. The government has maintained that the 2009 amendments do 

not require NGOs to make amendments to their statutes
124

 but it seems improbable 

that this will not be required for some as a result of the amendments made to 

Articles 3.1 and 7.5 and the introduction of Article 3-1. As there is no indication 

as to the time-frame within which such amendments must be achieved or as to 

how this can be judged to have been satisfactorily done, some NGOs could find 

themselves at the mercy of notifications being issued by the Ministry of Justice 

under Article 31.2 and the possibility of this leading to their liquidation if discrete 

notifications are issued for failure to amend different provisions in their statutes. 

Moreover, these changes need to be seen in the light of the responsibility 

established under the Code of Administrative Offences in 2013 for failure to 

adjust the constituent documents of NGOs to meet the requirements of the law
125

. 

 

130. This lack of precision in the 2009 amendments necessarily means that the 

restrictions on rights and freedoms of NGOs and their members entailed by them 

are insufficiently prescribed by law and thus incompatible with the Convention 

and other relevant European and international standards.   

 

 

Application of the 2009 amendments 

 

 

131. There is still only limited information available about the impact of the 2009 

amendments. Many NGOs appear to be endeavouring to comply with the 

requirements that have been introduced notwithstanding the incompatibility of 

aspects of them with European and international standards. 

 

132. Thus there appears to be increasing compliance with the obligations on financial 

reporting and, although the 2009 amendments were silent on the need for existing 

foreign NGOs to comply with the new requirements on registration, many of them 

have applied for a registration agreement in order to avoid possible problems with 

the Ministry of Justice. 

 

133. However, ICNL estimated that about 50% of NGOs had not submitted their 

financial statements and that 30% of the statements that were submitted were 

returned for alleged deficiencies in the year following the adoption of the 

amendments. However, sanctions for non-submission appear to have only been 

imposed in the case of a very few NGOs. Thus, the Ministry of Finance has 

indicated that all NGOs who did not submit the statements for 2011 will be 

penalised but the government subsequently indicated that in 2011 'only 9 

organisations were held responsible for 15 administrative offences committed by 

13 NGOs' and that in an unspecified number of cases fines were replaced by 

warnings
126

. This suggests some restraint in applying the amendments but gives 
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 Article 340-2; see para. 223. 
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no indication as to the nature of the offences being committed or of the nature of 

the NGOs that are alleged to have committed them. 

 

134. One foreign NGO which was not registered, the National Democratic Institute 

('NDI'), was told after it had submitted its application to the Ministry of Justice to 

conclude a registration agreement that it had failed to submit all the required 

documents. The documents said to be missing were ones required at the 

registration stage - such as proof of payment of a state fee, the document on a 

legal address, the Board's decision on establishing a representative office - rather 

than as part of the negotiation on concluding an agreement. This was followed  by 

the police evicting NDI's staff from its office and then locking it in March 2011. 

 

135. Subsequently, NDI was allowed to re-open its office in September 2011 pending 

negotiations with the government. In the event there was no such agreement but 

the office remained open until March 2014, when NDI shut it after accusations by 

the authorities that it was financing subversive youth against the government
127

. 

 

136. There have been several instances of the 2009 amendments being invoked as the 

basis for action against foreign NGOs that have not applied for a registration 

agreement. 

 

137. The first and most prominent instance concerns the use of Article 12.3 with 

respect to the Branch of "Human Rights House Foundation" ('the Branch') - an 

independent meeting place, resource centre and coordinator for human rights 

organisations - which received a notification from the Ministry of Justice on 10 

March 2011 ordering that its activities be stopped purportedly on the basis of the 

Branch not having applied to organise its activities in accordance with NGO Law, 

as amended. 

 

138. This notification appears defective in several respects. Firstly it was issued before 

the Decree governing the terms of agreements to be reached between foreign 

NGOs and the Ministry of Justice prior to registration was actually adopted. 

Secondly, neither Article 12.3 nor any of the other provisions in the 2009 

amendments indicated that there was any requirement for foreign NGOs already 

operating in the Republic of Azerbaijan to enter into an agreement with the 

Ministry of Justice. Thirdly the notification power in Article 31.4 in respect of 

actions by NGOs contrary to the NGO Law provides either for the possibility of 

issuing a warning or an instruction to eliminate the violations and not to desist 

operation entirely so that an instruction to enter into negotiations would have been 

the legally correct action to be taken by the Ministry of Justice. 

 

139. The action taken by the Ministry of Justice thus cannot be regarded as having an 

appropriate legal basis and the resulting interference with the activities of the 

Branch is necessarily contrary to European and international standards
128

. 
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 http://www.panorama.am/en/society/2014/07/03/democracy-institut/ (accessed 25 August 2014). 
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 In relation to the action taken against the Human Rights House, the Council of Europe Commissioner for 
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140. Moreover, although the government have stated that both the NDI and the Human 

Rights House Foundation had, after being informed of the need to bring their 

activities into line with the legislative requirements, submitted documentation for 

the purpose of negotiating the agreement required prior to registration
129

, this 

underlines the inadequacy of the comment above that there was no need for a 

time-frame for compliance with the changes effected by the 2009 amendments. 

 

141. It is important in this connection to note three previous events involving the 

Branch. Firstly, its manager - Vugar Gojayev - had been warned by the Republic 

of Azerbaijan's delegation to the OSCE not to speak at a human rights conference 

in Vienna on 10 December 2010. The delegation had questioned him about 

articles published on the website of the Human Rights House and his participation 

the month before in the International Partnership Group joint delegation to the 

Council of Europe. Secondly, the Branch had been one of a number of human 

rights organisations denounced on 1 February 2011 by Oktay Asadov, the Speaker 

of the Parliament of the Republic of Azerbaijan, for causing a 'bad image to the 

country' because they had organised a side event on the human rights situation in 

Azerbaijan at a session of the Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of Europe. 

Thirdly, a police inspection was conducted of the Branch's premises on 10 

February 2011, during which police officers threatened the Branch with eviction 

and requested Mr Gojayev to inform the police in advance about all gatherings on 

the premises and to provide the list of participants. 

 

142. All such action is incompatible with European and international standards 

governing freedom of expression and, in particular, those relating to the rights of 

human rights defenders to draw attention to human rights problems and to be 

protected from harassment
130

. 

 

143. In these circumstances the application of Article 12.3 to the Branch without any 

legal foundation in domestic or international law ought to be seen as an unjustified 

attempt to stifle freedom of expression and to hinder the legitimate activities of 

human rights defenders. 

 

144. It should also be noted that, as no action had previously been taken against the 

Branch for breach of the Constitution or the law in the conduct of its activities, it 

can hardly be suggested that there was a pressing need to stop its activities after 

waiting nearly twenty-one months after the adoption of Article 12.3 and without 

previously drawing attention under Article 31.1 to the failure to commence 

negotiations with the Ministry of Justice, even assuming that Article 12.3 could be 

applicable to the situation of the Branch. Indeed, as the Court observed in the case 

of a refusal of re-registration to an organisation that had lawfully existed and 

operated for some seven years before the introduction of the requirement that this 

be sought required reasons for such a refusal that were 'particularly weighty and 
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compelling'
131

. None was provided in that case and they are equally absent from 

the notification to the Branch. 

 

145. The action against the Branch not only underlines the concerns expressed in the 

previous section about the nature of the provision introduced by Article 12.3 but it 

is entirely incompatible with European and international standards applicable to 

NGOs. 

 

146. Subsequently, on 17 March 2011, the Branch wrote to the Ministry of Justice 

requesting clarification of the notification and of how to proceed with the 

negotiations. It has since had two meetings with this ministry - on 21 April and 2 

May 2011 - and has been invited to start the negotiation process. The required 

documents were delivered on 24 May 2011 but there has been no progress in 

finalising the agreement required by the 2009 amendments; the Branch has been 

told that it will be contacted once the documents have been studied but after more 

than three years there has still been no decision as to whether or not it can be re-

opened. Furthermore the Branch's manager was interrogated for four hours by the 

Ministry of Interior with regard to a letter from a European Union official - Heiddi 

Hautala -about the police inspection of its premises in February. 

 

147. There are unconfirmed reports of several other foreign NGOs operating in the 

Republic of Azerbaijan that have received notifications that they are not allowed 

to operate without an agreement and registration. However, they do not seem to be 

willing to make this publicly known out of concern that this could be prejudicial 

to their situation. 

 

148. Nonetheless, the Human Rights Club did appeal against the decision of the 

Ministry of Justice to deny it registration but it is reported that the Baku 

Administrative-Economic Court No. 1 rejected this appeal on the basis that the 

HRC had not specified the responsibilities of its lawful representative in the 

decision on the establishment of the organisation
132

. The Election Monitoring and 

Democracy Studies Centre was unable to obtain registration before the 

Presidential elections that were held in October 2013.  

 

149. Although there are no other reported instances of the application of the 2009 

amendments, the dangers that many of them pose for the legitimate activities of 

NGOs is undoubtedly underscored by the purported use made of Article 12.3. 

 

150. The requirement to have foreign grants registered
133

 became for a while more of a 

control on the ability of the recipients to function than a bureaucratic burden since 

the Ministry of Justice is reported to have begun denying registration from April 

2014 pursuant to the 2009 Decree, purportedly to tackle money laundering
134

. 

This prevented the NGOs concerned from withdrawing money from banks to 

finance their activities as this is not possible without a document of grant 

registration. However, the Ministry of Justice regulations on which the denials 
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were based have since been annulled by the President of Azerbaijan and new ones 

will have to be adopted by 1 November. 

 

 

The 2013 Amendments 

 

 

151. As has been noted, the NGO Law was amended twice in 2013. In February of that 

year, an entirely new Article 24-1 concerning donations and grants was added 

while in December not only was that provision modified but also changes and 

additions were made to Articles 1, 2, 4, 7, 9, 10, 12, 13, 16, 19, 20, 22, 26, 29, 31 - 

in some cases as previously modified by the 2009 amendments - and an entirely 

new Article 30-1 was inserted into the NGO Law. 

 

152. These amendments are reviewed on an article by article basis but in the course of 

this review, or at its conclusion, account is taken of the changes also made in 2013 

to other laws linked to the NGO Law. 

 

153. Although a few of the changes are technical, many are clearly designed to make 

the operations of NGOs and of branches and representations of foreign NGOs 

increasingly difficult. Thus, the latter comprise an excessive formalisation of the 

role of volunteers, limits on formation by non-citizens, an increased likelihood of 

the need to disclose details relating to members, a considerable enhancement of 

supervisory powers and regulatory requirements, the imposition of significant 

limitations on funding, the introduction of new and extended penalties and the 

specification of limits on the number of branches or representations that foreign 

NGOs can establish and of the conditions governing the appointment of their 

deputy heads.  

 

 

Article 1 

 

154. There are two changes to this provision. The first inserts 'as well as branches and 

representations of non-governmental organizations of foreign states' after 'of 

public associations and foundations' in paragraph 1 and the second replaces the 

word 'non-governmental' by 'non-commercial' in paragraph 4. 

 

155. The change to Article 1.1 makes explicit a purpose for the NGO Law that was 

effected by the addition of Article 12.3 in 2009
135

, namely, that it is concerned 

with branches and representations of foreign NGOs that are established in the 

Republic of Azerbaijan as much as with its own NGOs and, as such is not in itself 

problematic. However, the effect of the change is to go beyond that introduced in 

2009, namely, as regards registration, since it makes all the provisions of the NGO 

Law applicable to the branches and representations of foreign NGOs, such as 

those relating to sources of funding and symbols. Insofar as these requirements 

give rise to any problems of compliance with European and international 

standards then these will be exacerbated by their extension through this 

amendment.   
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156. The change to Article 1.4 is unproblematic in that it just more clearly 

distinguishes those entities that are covered by the NGO Law and those that are 

not by removing a potential terminological confusion in existing formulation of 

this provision. 

 

 

Article 2 

 

157. There are also two changes made to this Article. 

 

158. The first, further to the change made to Article 1.1 discussed above, introduces a 

new paragraph 2-1 so as to provide a definition for branches and representations 

of foreign NGOs by reference to an unspecified provision in the Civil Code of the 

Republic of Azerbaijan. However, it is presumed that the intention is to refer to 

Article 9.2 - which provides that 'Except as otherwise provided by law, the rules 

established by civil law apply to relationships with foreign natural persons, 

stateless persons and foreign legal entities' - and as such this addition does not 

seem problematic. 

 

159. The second change is the addition of a second sentence to paragraph 3, namely,  

Establishment and activity of non-governmental organizations, as well as of branches or 

representations of non-governmental organizations of foreign states in the Republic of 

Azerbaijan, whose aim or activity is aimed at the change violently of the constitutional 

structure and secular character of the Republic of Azerbaijan, violation of its territorial 

integrity, propaganda of war, violence and cruelty, instigation of racial, national and religious 

hatred, is not allowed. 

This limitation on the aims and activities of NGOs and of branches and 

representations of foreign NGOs is not as such incompatible with European and 

international standards and indeed might be regarded as required by some such as 

Article 4 of the International Convention on the Elimination of All forms of 

Racial Discrimination
136

. However, not only must the application of such a 

limitation be consistent with the rights to freedom of expression and to assembly 

and association
137

 but also it is unclear what it adds substantively to the first 

sentence since, as has already been seen, this does not allow NGOs to be founded 

and operated for purposes prohibited by the Republic of Azerbaijan's Constitution 

and the matters listed in the additional sentence are already covered by the 

Preamble and Articles 8.III, 18.II, 47.III, 58.IV, 103.I and 112. The only 

shortcoming with the first sentence is that it does not extend to the branches and 

representations of foreign NGOs but there was no obstacle to this being effected. 
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to eradicate all incitement to, or acts of, such discrimination and, to this end, with due regard to the principles 

embodied in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights and the rights expressly set forth in article 5 of this 

Convention, inter alia: ... (b) Shall declare illegal and prohibit organizations, and also organized and all other 

propaganda activities, which promote and incite racial discrimination, and shall recognize participation in such 

organizations or activities as an offence punishable by law ... 
137

 See, e.g., Jersild v. Denmark [GC], no. 15890/89, 23 September 1994. 
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Article 4 

 

160. The change made to this provision is to specify that NGOs must be in the 

organizational-legal forms 'defined by this Law' rather than allowing them to be in 

'any organizational-legal form'. It is doubtful whether this is a change of substance 

since only two forms of NGO are recognised under the law of the Republic of 

Azerbaijan - those that are registered and those that are legalised
138

 - but the effect 

of this change is undoubtedly to reinforce the illegitimacy of informal groupings 

notwithstanding that their existence comes within the guarantee of the right to 

freedom of association under Article 11 of the Convention
139

. 

 

 

Article 7 

 

161. The first change to this provision is the addition of an entirely new paragraph 1-1 

providing that only one representation or branch of foreign NGOs can be 

established in the territory of the Republic of Azerbaijan. As has already been 

seen, European and international standards do not require states to allow foreign 

NGOs to operate in their territory. Nonetheless, it is not evident that a multiplicity 

of branches or representations has presented any problems in practice and the 

present limitation is only likely to have an adverse effect on the ability of Azeri 

citizens to cooperate with foreign NGOs and thus indirectly restrict the freedom of 

association of those citizens. There is clearly a need for substantial justification 

for such a limitation to be provided. 

 

162. The second change is the addition of an entirely new paragraph 4-1 requiring that 

the statute of a branch or representation of an NGO indicate the name of the 

organisation that established it, information about its state registration (date and 

number of the registration, legal address, institution that carried out its 

registration), legal address, order of management, competence of the head and the 

manner of its liquidation. These are certainly matters that should be clear at the 

time when a branch or representation is established and there is, therefore, nothing 

inherently objectionable in the substance of this provision. However, the use of 

the term 'statute' - if it is not a problem of translation - is perhaps inappropriate 

since, as Article 7.4 already makes clear, branches and representations are not 

legal persons and thus may not have their own statutes. The basis for establishing 

a branch or representation is more likely to be a decision or resolution of the NGO 

adopted pursuant to its own statute
140

. The effect of this provision is implicitly to 

require statutes for branches and representations and that seems an unnecessary 

intrusion into the internal management of NGOs. It would be more appropriate, 

therefore, for the word 'statute' to be replaced by 'the decision or resolution 

establishing them'. 
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 See paras. 11 and 26-46. 
139

 See, e.g., Stankov and United Macedonian Organisation 'Ilinden' v. Bulgaria (dec.), nos. 29221/95 and 

29225/96, 29 June 1998. 
140

 However, it should be noted that Article 26.2 of the NGO Law provides that they are to be opened by the 

executive body of a public association. Nonetheless, this is something that connotes a decision more than the 

adoption of a statute. 
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163. The third change entails a modification to the addition made to Article 7.5 in the 

2009 amendments and a further addition to this provision.  

 

164. The modification involves the extension of the Azeri citizenship requirement 

previously introduced for deputies to heads of branches and representations of 

NGOs established by foreigners and stateless persons
141

 to the deputies of the 

heads of those NGOs themselves. This modification is open to the same criticism 

that the NGO Law is imposing a requirement as the citizenship of deputy heads - 

which is not in itself inconsistent with European or international standards - 

without being clear as to whether there is actually any obligation to appoint a 

deputy head. In these circumstances, such imprecision would mean that any 

criminal liability for failing to impose a deputy head would result in a violation of 

Article 7 of the Convention. 

 

165.  The addition to Article 7.5 is a stipulation that the term of office of the head of a 

branch and representation of a foreign NGO must be indicated in the document on 

his or her appointment. This is a reflection of normal practice regarding such 

appointments and is not objectionable, although the need both to specify this in 

legislation and to single out foreign NGOs in this regard is questionable. 

 

 

Article 9 

 

166. The change here is the introduction of an authorisation for physical or legal 

persons to be the legal representatives of NGOs in addition to being founders of 

them. It is not clear how a legal person can be competent to act as a legal 

representative of an NGO but the provision is not otherwise problematic, 

reflecting what is clearly a practical necessity.  

 

 

Article 10 

 

167.  A completely new provision has been introduced as paragraph 5 stating that: 
Violation of rights of members of an organization by the executive bodies of non-

governmental organizations shall not be allowed. Disputes arising between members of non-

governmental organizations and an organization are decided by court. When a case is being 

decided by court, if the violation of rights of members of an organization is established, the 

activity of a non-governmental organization can be suspended by a court for a period 

prescribed in Article 31.3 of this Law. 

 

168. The first two sentences are unexceptional and reflect the requirements of both 

Articles 11 and 13 of the Convention and of paragraph 23 of Recommendation 

CM/Rec(2007)14. However, the third sentence is entirely inappropriate in that it 

provides for the suspension of an NGO simply because there has been a violation 

of the rights of the members regardless of the nature of the violation concerned 

and of the wishes of the members, including those whose rights have been 

violated. As such this provision is authorising a response that is both inappropriate 

and disproportionate. It is inappropriate because a claim by a member of an NGO 

to assert his rights in that capacity is best remedied by enforcing those rights (e.g., 
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by preventing expulsion, ensuring due notification of meetings, etc.) rather than 

by stopping the NGO from operating. It is disproportionate because the 

suspension  does not have to take any account of the nature of the violation or of 

any wider public interest in such a sanction being imposed
142

. This part of the 

provision must, therefore, be regarded as entirely incompatible with the right to 

freedom of association under Article 11 of the Convention and paragraph 72 of 

Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14
143

. 

 

 

Article 11 

 

169. The first change to this provision involves the deletion of a phrase that 

characterises the relationship with an NGO of those who work with it on a 

voluntary basis, namely, that this is not one to be formalised from an 

organisational point of view. The second change builds on this deletion by 

inserting the requirement that the existence and status of such volunteers is to be 

regulated not just by the NGO's charter but also by the Law of Republic of 

Azerbaijan "On Voluntary Activities"
144

. This law is one that is quite appropriate 

to regulate the arrangements of persons involved in 'socially useful voluntary 

services', in particular by protecting their working conditions and ensuring that 

they are not exploited or exposed to danger.  However, its requirement - in Article 

9 - that there be a contract on volunteering between the organisation and its 

volunteers is entirely inappropriate for those NGOs that are not providing services 

but are engaged in making   
the essential contribution ... to the development and realisation of democracy and human 

rights, in particular through the promotion of public awareness, participation in public life and 

securing the transparency and accountability of public authorities, and of the equally 

important contribution of NGOs to the cultural life and social well-being of democratic 

societies
145

. 

 

The changes that have been made to Article 11 will undoubtedly make it much 

more difficult for NGOs to engage the support of volunteers who contribute so 

much to their effectiveness and will certainly make it impossible for them to 

mobilise support in situations requiring a rapid response. These changes run 

counter to the enabling environment for NGOs required by European and 

international standards. As such, they are an entirely backward step and are 

unnecessary for those who wish to be engaged with NGOs that are not providing 

services. 

 

 

Article12 
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 See, e.g., the ruling in Christian Democratic People's Party v. Moldova, no. 28793/02, 14 February 2006. 
143

 'In most instances, the appropriate sanction against NGOs for breach of the legal requirements applicable to 

them (including those concerning the acquisition of legal personality) should merely be the requirement to 

rectify their affairs and/or the imposition of an administrative, civil or criminal penalty on them and/or any  
individuals directly responsible. Penalties should be based on the law in force and observe the principle of 

proportionality'. 
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 Adopted on 1 September 2009; http://www.cssn.gov.az/en/qanunvericilik/aktlar/20090901164309164.html. 
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 Preamble to Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14. 
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170. The addition of paragraph 3 made by the 2009 amendments
146

 has been modified 

so as to require that the term of validity of any agreement relating to the state 

registration of the branches and representations of foreign NGOs must be 

indicated in the agreement itself. This means that such agreements will no longer 

be of indefinite duration but will need to be periodically renewed in order to allow 

the branches and representations concerned to be able to continue to operate. In 

view of the difficulty in concluding such agreements
147

, this change is probably 

more of a theoretical than real obstacle for the operation of foreign NGOs in the 

Republic of Azerbaijan but it reinforces the increasing sense of the regulatory 

approach that their branches and representations are no longer welcome. 

 

 

Article 13 

 

171. This provision has been modified to require the statute or charter of an NGO to 

specify whether it is intended to be established 'with a permanent or concrete aim', 

i.e., to be permanent or temporary in character. As such this reflects the choice 

prescribed in Article 5 of the NGO Law and, as such, is not problematic, although 

there could well be scope for argument as to whether a 'concrete aim' has been 

achieved and any judgment in that regard should primarily be a matter for the 

highest governing body of the NGO concerned to determine. 

 

 

Article 16 

 

172. This provision has been modified by the addition of two new paragraphs. 

 

173. The first - paragraph 3 - is concerned with the possibility of a 'discrepancy to the 

legislation' being found by 'the relevant body of executive power' - the Ministry of 

Justice - in the founding documents of NGOs and of those of the branches and 

representations of foreign NGOs. In such a case the Ministry of Justice can require 

that the founding documents be 'brought in accordance with the legislation within 

the period of 30 days'. This change needs to be read with the responsibility 

established under the Code of Administrative Offences - noted further below
148

 - 

both the failure to adjust the constituent documents to the law and to act in 

accordance with the requirement to bring them into accordance with the law. 

 

174. This is essentially a power to revisit the grant of registration at any time since it 

means that such a grant - or the registration of an amendment under Article 14 - 

can no longer be seen as conclusive, notwithstanding the elaborate scrutiny that 

this entails
149

. Such a power will necessarily render uncertain the legal status of all 

NGOs and branches and representations of foreign NGOs and runs counter to the 

prohibition in paragraph 41 of Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14 on NGOs 

being 'required to renew their legal personality on a periodic basis'. The only 

circumstance in which such a power could conceivably be justified is where an 

NGO is considered to be registered in the absence of a formal decision but, as has 
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 See para. 95. 
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 See para. 146. 
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 See paras. 222-224. 
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 See paras. 35-46. 
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been seen, this possibility under the Registration Law does not seem to be being 

used in practice and in any event the power in this new paragraph is not limited to 

such cases. 

 

175. The second addition - paragraph 4 - provides for a possibility for NGOs  and 

branches or representations of foreign NGOs to address the Ministry of Justice 

'with regard to the temporary suspension of their activity'. The effect of so 

addressing the Ministry of Justice is not entirely clear since it does not indicate 

whether this is a mater of notification of a decision by the relevant NGO, branch 

or representation or of requiring the approval of the Ministry for such suspension. 

Moreover, there is no other provision governing suspension in the NGO Law apart 

from the compulsion to suspend activities in the new Articles 10.5 and 31.5. 

Certainly voluntary suspension of activities should be a matter solely for the 

NGO, branch or representation concerned, particularly as inactivity is not 

provided as a basis for termination of activity. 

 

176. The ability of an NGO to suspend its activities might be useful if it released it 

from a need to comply with reporting obligations when it is inactive but the 

provision does not actually indicate that this is the consequence of suspension. 

Furthermore, there is no indication as to how a suspension might be brought to an 

end and, in particular, whether this would first require a positive decision to allow 

this from the Ministry of Justice. 

 

 

Article 19 

 

177. An entirely new paragraph 7 has been introduced to this provision which provides 

for the branch or representation of a foreign NGO on the territory of the Republic 

of Azerbaijan to be liquidated in the event of the NGO concerned merging with 

another organisation, splits into two or more constituent organisations or changes 

its organisational-legal form. This further reinforces the restrictive regime 

governing the operation of foreign NGOs in the Republic of Azerbaijan but it is 

not contrary to European or international standards since such NGOs have no right 

under them to operate there and they  remain free to choose whether to merge, 

split or change their organisational-legal form. 

 

 

Article 20 

 

178. The first change to this provision is to insert 'in the Civil Code of the Republic of 

Azerbaijan' as a qualification of NGO. It is not evident this is necessary since such 

a reference is not made with respect to the term NGO elsewhere in the NGO Law. 

However, the addition is not problematic. 

 

179. The second change is the addition of a new second sentence providing, in the 

event of an NGO's liquidation, for information about the resolution of labour 

issues in the manner prescribed by the Civil Code, together with proof of this, to 

be presented to the Ministry of Justice for inclusion in the state register of legal 

entities. Such a requirement does not add to the substantive obligations where an 
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NGO is liquidated since they are already in the Civil Code
150

 but it does reinforce 

the protection afforded to employees of the NGO concerned and is not 

objectionable. 

 

 

Article 22 

 

180. An apparent further limit on the activities is introduced into this provision by a 

new paragraph 4. This provides that NGOs ' cannot be engaged in professional 

religious activity'. It is not clear why such a limit should need to be stated since 

Article 1.4 has made it clear that the NGO Law does not apply to 'religious unions' 

and any functioning as such would presumably require the entity concerned to be 

constituted under the legislation governing those unions rather than the NGO Law. 

Thus, professional religious activity would already be something prohibited for 

NGOs by the legislation of the Republic of Azerbaijan and they would be barred 

from undertaking this by Article 22.1. 

 

 

Article 24-1 

 

181. This is an entirely new provision dealing with donations and grants to NGOs - 

introduced by the 2013 amendments in February and it has been modified by 

those adopted in December. 

 

182. Both grants and donations are already provided for in Article 24 as source of 

property for NGOs
151

. The new provision defines what is a donation, bars the 

giving of privileges or concessions in return for them, specifies the means of 

transfer of donations, requires details concerning them to be included in the 

financial reports of NGOs and provides for the issuance, acceptance and use of 

grants to be regulated by the Law of the Republic of Azerbaijan "On Grants". 

 

183. The modification to Article 24-1 effected by the 2013 amendments in December is 

to make all these provisions applicable not only to NGOs but also to the branches 

or representations of foreign NGOs. 

 

184. The definition of a donation is framed by Article 24-1.1 in terms of 'a form of 

finance and (or) other material form' provided to an NGO 'without obliging it to 

achieve any aim' and, as such, could be distinguished from a grant which may be 

subject to such an obligation. This definition is then reinforced by prohibitions in 

Article 24-1.2 and 24-1.3 on NGOs offering or promising and on donors 

demanding or accepting any 'privilege or concession' in return for the donation, 

whether accepted or promised. This is not problematic as such, although this 

needs to be applied in a manner consistent with the possibility under Article 3.5 of 

requiring recipients to carry out their activities in accordance with the provisions 

in grant awards. Furthermore, there is also probably a need to keep under review 

the application of the terms 'privilege or concession' as it would seem rather 

churlish to insist, for example, that a donor refuse to allow an NGO to name a 
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scholarship after a donor or to indicate that he or she provided the funding for a 

particular activity. 

 

185. In view of the extension of Article 24-1 to the branches and representations of 

foreign NGOs, there is a need to clarify what exactly is considered to amount to a 

donation to such bodies. In particular, there is a need to clarify that the provision 

of funding from the foreign NGO to its branch or representation is not to be 

regarded as a donation since that is no more than a internal transfer of funds 

within the NGO concerned. 

 

186. It is not clear why it has been stipulated that donated money must normally be 'by 

a transfer to the bank account' of the NGO concerned. Possibly the aim might be 

tackle money-laundering and the funding of terrorism but that might be more 

satisfactorily approached by the exercise of supervisory powers over those NGOs 

for which there is a proper basis for suspecting to be acting as a conduit for such 

purposes. In any event this restriction could inhibit giving by persons who wish to 

remain anonymous for legitimate reasons without providing any guarantee that 

improper donations will be disclosed through the banking system. More 

fundamentally, it means that donations can no longer be given to NGOs that do 

not have a bank account, that is, not only those that are legalised rather than 

registered but also more informal bodies. Furthermore, it is hard to understand 

why such a restriction should be necessary with respect to donations to NGOs 

when it does not apply to ones made to individuals. 

 

187. The only exception to the bank transfer requirement relates to NGOs 'whose 

primary aim is charity', which are allowed to accept up to 200 AZN (192 EUR). 

This exception - which is not available to most NGOs - is unclear as to whether 

the limit applies to a single donation or an individual donor. The receipt of cash 

payments in excess of the 200 AZN limit will attract fines of between 250-500 

AZN (240-480 EUR) for individuals, of 750-1,500 AZN (721-1,442 EU) for 

officials and 1,500-7000 AZN (1,442-6,733 EUR) for the NGOs themselves. 

 

188. The requirement in Article 24-1.5 that information defined by the Ministry of 

Justice 
about the sum of the donations accepted by a non-governmental organization and about the 

persons who gave a donation is included in the financial report presented 

 

to that ministry is a matter for concern regardless of the level fixed for the 

reporting obligation as it runs counter to the requirement in paragraph 64 of 

Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14, namely, that 
All reporting should be subject to a duty to respect the rights of donors, beneficiaries and staff, 

as well as the right to protect legitimate business confidentiality. 

 

Undoubtedly, there may be situations in which a government may have well-

founded reasons to require the disclosure of the identity of those who make 

donations to an NGO but such disclosure ought not to be automatically required 

by reference just to the amount involved. 

 

189. A failure to comply with the obligation to provide the information required in 

respect of a grant can result in a fine between 1,500-3,000 AZN (1,442-2,885 
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EUR) for officials and 5,000-8,000 AZN (4,809-7,694 EUR) for NGOs, which are 

very substantial and disproportionate penalties. 

 

190. The introduction of these requirements need to be viewed in the light of changes 

to Law "On Grants" which now prohibits the acceptance of any financial 

assistance greater than 200 AZN (192 EUR) without having presented a copy of a 

signed agreement on the donation to the Ministry of Justice for registration. This 

not only entails disclosing the identity of all donors above 200 AZN but also 

makes the ability to accept such donations subject to the discretion of the Ministry 

of Justice to register the agreement concerned and will inevitably frustrate a rapid 

response by NGOs to issues or problems of concern to them. The latter is 

especially likely to be the consequence of the extension of these requirements to 

cover any changes to a grant agreement. If financial assistance is accepted without 

complying with these requirements, then substantial penalties will be incurred, 

namely between 1,500-2,500 AZN (1,442-2,404 EUR)  in the case of officials and 

5,000-7,500 AZN (4,809-7,213 EUR) for the NGOs themselves. 

 

191. These requirements are said to be necessary in order to ensure transparency in the 

use of funds and to prevent money laundering but given the low level of the grants 

from  which the need to obtain approval starts this seems questionable, 

particularly as there is a discrete financial reporting requirement. Moreover, if the 

concern is with money laundering then there would be no reason why similar 

requirements are not imposed with respect to ostensibly commercial transactions 

for the same amount. 

 

192. Furthermore, the requirement to register grants has been made applicable to 

individuals so that it would not be possible for the latter to receive them on behalf 

of NGOs. This is most likely to affect NGOs that are only legalised and so cannot 

have their own bank accounts. 

 

193. The significance of the registration requirement for grants is undoubtedly 

increased by the practice earlier this year of apparently not granting this in respect 

of foreign grants, thereby affecting the ability of NGOs to operate
152

. 

 

 

Article 26 

 

194. A new fourth paragraph has been added to this provision stipulating that 
it is not allowed to the executive bodies of a public association whose term of office ended to 

adopt any decisions or to sign documents in connection with the activity of the organization 

 

This is a well-established principle governing all such bodies and, as such, its 

inclusion in the NGO Law is not problematic, although it is surprising that there is 

considered to be a need for it to be explicitly stated. It is, after all, a matter within 

the purview of the statutory and management mechanisms of each NGO. 
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Article 29 

 

195. A new fifth paragraph has been added to this provision which imposes two 

obligations on NGOs and the branches and representations of foreign NGOs. 

 

196. The first is a requirement that they 'ensure transparency of their activity'. In 

principle, this is not objectionable and indeed is something recognised as 

appropriate in paragraphs 62-66 of Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14
153

. 

However, the stipulation regarding transparency in Article 29.5 gives no 

indication as to how the obligation is to be fulfilled in contrast to the elements set 

out in Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14 and it will, therefore, be difficult for an 

NGO to know what is required of it or to answer allegations that it has not done 

enough. This requirement is thus inadequate as a basis for imposing obligations on 

NGOs and, indeed, leaves plenty of scope for arbitrary interference by the 

authorities. 

 

197. The second obligation is that they 'must carry out actions defined by the relevant 

legislation for' the prevention of corruption violations, as well as the legalization 

of money or other property acquired through crime, and financing of terrorism. 

Insofar as the legislation concerned is clear as to what is required - and 

presumably it addresses individuals and other entities, commercial as well as non-

commercial - then there seems no real need for a more general obligation to be 

added to the NGO Law. However, if the requirements in that legislation are not 

precise and this obligation itself becomes the source of liability for NGOs, then 

this is a provision that does not fulfil the requirement of 'precision' for law under 

European and international standards and is entirely unacceptable. 

 

 

Article 30-1 

 

198. This is an entirely new provision providing for the examination of the conformity 

of the activity of NGOs, as well as of the branches or representations of foreign 

NGOs with both their statutes (regulations) and the legislation of the Republic of 

Azerbaijan. It provides for the adoption by the Ministry of Justice of rules relating 

to such examination, the involvement in it of 'relevant state bodies' and other 

NGOs and responsibility for those creating obstacles for it. 

 

199. It is not clear why the rule-making power is actually necessary since there is 

already power in Article 31.2 for the Ministry of Justice, in case of actions 

contradicting the objectives of the NGO Law to notify it in writing  or instruct it to 

eliminate the violations. It is not known whether any rules have so far been 

prescribed and so it cannot be determined whether these either add something 

admissible or inadmissible to the supervisory function of the Ministry of Justice. 

Nonetheless, it does seem inappropriate for the supervision to extend to 

compliance with the statutes of NGOs since this is essentially a matter for their 

members and a breach of statutes that contradicts the law can adequately be 
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addressed by a supervisory power directed to compliance with the law and 

Constitution of the Republic of Azerbaijan. 

 

200. Although it is clearly appropriate for state bodies other than the Ministry of 

Justice to take part in ensuring compliance by NGOs with legislation in their 

respective fields, it is hard to understand why there should be specific provision to 

involve NGOs in this process. Certainly the Ministry of Justice is, like any 

regulatory body, entitled to take account of information from any source where 

that is relevant to its functions. However, it is verystrange for Article 30-1.2 to 

single out NGOs in this regard. Moreover, the formulation 'the authority to 

involve' connotes an ability to require participation in the examination which, in a 

particular case, could result in a violation of the privilege against the right under 

Article 6(1) of the Convention not to incriminate oneself. There is, therefore, a 

need, at least, to clarify what this power is considered to entail and how exactly it 

is to be used. However, the repeal of this power would be the preferable solution. 

 

201. The new Article 30-1.3 provides for responsibility under the Code on 

Administrative Offences for private individuals and legal entities creating 

obstacles for the examination of conformity by the Ministry of Justice. This is not, 

in itself, problematic as obstructing the performance of official functions is 

generally something that can be sanctioned under European and international 

standards. However, much depends on the interpretation of 'creating obstacles' 

and, in particular, whether or not this extends to refusal to provide information 

because this would result in the violation of the right to respect for private life 

under Article 8 of the Convention or would result in a person incriminating him or 

herself contrary to Article 6(1) of the Convention, In this regard it should be 

recalled that paragraph 69 of Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14 provides that: 
NGOs should not be subject to search and seizure without objective grounds for taking such 

measures and appropriate judicial authorisation. 

 

 

Article 31 

 

202. The changes to this provision replace or substantially modify the text previously 

in force, including those elements added by the 2009 amendments
154

. 

 

203. Paragraph 1 - which establishes responsibility for violation of the provisions of the 

NGO Law - has been extended to cover not only NGOs but also the branches and 

representations of foreign NGOs. This is not, in principle inappropriate. 

 

204. Paragraph 2 provides for the giving of a written notice by the Ministry of Justice 

to an NGO or a branch or representation of a foreign NGO and a direction to 

eliminate the violation concerned within a period of 30 days. This power is, 

however, concerned only with situations  
when responsibility for violation of requirements arising from the provisions of the legislation 

of the Republic of Azerbaijan, as well as of the statute, is not prescribed by law 
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The effect is thus to create responsibility where none has been provided by law 

through an indirect method since failure to comply with a warning or direction can 

then be the basis for suspension or liquidation of the entity concerned
155

. 

 

205. This is entirely inappropriate firstly because, as has already been noted, 

compliance with the statute is not a matter for the state where a breach of the law 

is not entailed, and secondly because the indirect approach to imposing 

responsibility allows for grave sanctions to be imposed on NGOs and the branches 

and representations of foreign NGOs in respect of matters that the legislature has 

not considered significant enough to warrant expressly imposing responsibility. In 

the latter case, responsibility can thus be imposed for trivial shortcomings and it 

should be recalled that the Court considers that only 'serious breaches' could 

justify a ban on an organisation's activities
156

.  

 

206. Paragraph 3 provides for the power to suspend the activity of an NGO or of the 

branch or representation of a foreign NGO in three situations, namely, if (a) the 

entity concerned 'prevents the elimination of the situation which caused the 

application of an emergency situation', (b) the entity concerned 'was held 

administratively liable for not having eliminated within the defined period the 

violations informed of in a notice or a direction of the relevant body of executive 

power, these violations are not eliminated by the institution' and (c) a 'violation of 

rights of members of an organization by the executive body of the non-

governmental organization is established'. 

 

207. The object of the first ground is not at all clear, not least because there is no 

provision in the NGO Law or the 2013 amendments which deals with a 'situation 

which caused the application of an emergency situation'. As a consequence there 

is no basis for assessing whether or not the situation in question is one which 

could render the suspension of an NGO's activity justified. In any event, it is not 

clear why such a ground is necessary since the second ground also covers failure 

to eliminate violations within a defined period. Such a period might justifiably be 

relatively short where there is a genuine emergency but in all cases the period 

prescribed would need to be one in which it was practicable to eliminate the 

violation concerned. 

 

208. As has already been noted
157

, the third ground is both inappropriate and 

disproportionate. 

 

209. It is consistent with European and international standards that the decision on 

suspension is one to be taken by a court but this is not something that can remedy 

the inconsistency with those standards of the grounds prescribed for an NGO to be 

subjected to such a measure. 

 

210. Paragraph 4 provides for the liquidation of an NGO or the branch or 

representation of a foreign NGO that has been given more than two notices or 

directions on the elimination of violations. The use of this power could well prove 

to be inconsistent with European and international standards. Thus, the Court has 
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made it clear that dissolution must not only be proportionate to a legitimate aim 

being pursued – dissolution must remain an exceptional step - but the reasons for 

it also have to be clearly 'relevant and sufficient'
158

, while paragraphs 44, 45 and 

74 of Recommendation CM/Rec(2007)14 underline the need for 'serious 

misconduct' before such a measure can be imposed. However, Article 31.4 is 

requiring only a number of notices or directions to eliminate violations without 

seeking in any way to specify some degree of seriousness of those violations, 

which might actually concern only trivial matters. There is, therefore, a very 

serious risk that the power introduced by this provision will make it possible for 

NGOs and the branches or representations of foreign NGOs to be liquidated in 

circumstances where that would not be compatible with European and 

international standards. 

 

211. Paragraph 5 gives NGOs and the branches or representations of foreign NGOs the 

right to complain administratively or to court 'with regard to the application of 

measures of responsibility defined by law' In one respect this new provision goes 

beyond the former paragraph 3 since that was restricted to the right to appeal to 

court but it is actually a less satisfactory provision as the right to complain is 

about the 'measures of responsibility' that have been applied and not the steps 

leading to them, namely, a warning or instruction. The effect, therefore, is that it 

will not be possible to mount a challenge until the liability procedure has 

completed its course, which is likely to make it improbable that an NGO 

sanctioned will be able to recover from suspension or liquidation at this later 

stage. This is clearly inconsistent with the right to an effective remedy under 

Article 13 of the Convention and paragraph 69 of Recommendation 

CM/Rec(2007)14, which provides that: 
NGOs should generally be able to request suspension of any administrative measure taken in 

respect of them. Refusal of a request for suspension should be subject to prompt judicial 

challenge. 

 

212. Paragraph 6 provides that an appeal to court in respect of a suspension of activity 

is to be made by the relevant body of executive power of the entity concerned 

except where the ground of suspension is a violation of the rights of members 

where it is to be by the members of the NGO concerned. The general approach is 

undoubtedly correct but that adopted where a violation of the rights of members is 

involved is inadequate. Certainly members should be entitled to appeal, 

particularly those who may not consider the rights of others have been violated, 

but so should the executive body which has supposedly violated the rights of 

members. Without such a right of appeal for the executive body, those belonging 

to it will be deprived of their position in the organisation and thus there will have 

been a determination of their civil rights without a hearing before a court, contrary 

to Article 6(1) of the Convention. Furthermore, there is a need to clarify what is 

meant by 'members'; is it some, all or a majority of them? 

 

213. Paragraph 7 allows for a suspension imposed pursuant to paragraph 5 to be lifted 

before the relevant period where the violations on which it was based have been 

eliminated. This is appropriate but such a possibility suggests that in some cases at 

least the elimination of a violation is only practicable after a longer period than the 
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30 days prescribed in paragraph 2 and there ought to be considerable hesitation 

before even seeking suspension in the first place. The lifting of the suspension is a 

matter for a court decision which can be requested  by the body of executive 

power of the entity concerned except where the ground of suspension is a 

violation of the rights of members where it is to be by the members of the NGO 

concerned. As was noted in the preceding paragraph, the limitation to members of 

the ability to approach the court fails to respect the civil rights of those belonging 

to the executive body of the entity concerned.  

 

214. Paragraph 8 provides for the giving of a notice and direction by the Ministry of 

Justice for the presentation of an annual financial report within 30 days where the 

requirement to do this pursuant to Article 29.4 - as introduced by the 2009 

amendments - has notbeen met. Furthermore, failure to present a report within this 

deadline gives rise to responsibility under the Code of Administrative Offences. 

There is already a penalty for failing to comply with the requirement to submit 

such a report
159

 and so  this provision gives a second basis for sanctioning the 

entity concerned. The notice and direction provision is presumably required 

because that in Article 31.2 is only applicable where responsibility for a violation 

is not prescribed by law
160

. 

 

215. The enhancements to the control over NGOs seen in these provisions are 

extensive and often inappropriate and/or disproportionate. They are likely to allow 

the legitimate operation of NGOs to be unjustifiably impeded. 

 

 

Changes to other laws 

 

216. In addition to the changes to the NGO Law and the Law "On Grants", there have 

also been some significant changes to the Registration Law and the Code on 

Administrative Offences.. 

 

217. Firstly, Article 14.1.2 now requires NGOs to inform the Ministry of Justice about 

changes to their factual address (i.e., where the permanent body of the 

organisation is located) and not just changes to its legal address (i.e., the one in its 

charter that is used for official communications with it). As the former is likely to 

be changed more often than the latter, this could be slightly more burdensome for 

NGOs and make them more susceptible to warnings being issued should this be 

overlooked. It will also facilitate the subjecting of an NGO's operations to official 

scrutiny, notwithstanding that there is no basis for assuming impropriety on the 

part of the overwhelming majority of NGOs. 

 

218. Secondly, NGOs are now required by Article 14.2.3 to inform the Ministry of 

Justice about changes in the number of its members. This undoubtedly 

complements the duty to keep a register of members introduced by the 2009 

amendments
161

 but it is not clear why this should be necessary, except for 

statistical purposes. However, this change should perhaps be seen in the light of 

the apparent practice of the Ministry of Justice asking for the register of members 
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to be submitted to it when requests are made for an excerpt from the state register, 

which was required in order to take part in the grant competition package 

organised by  the Council on State Support to NGOs. A similar approach might be 

followed where changes to the numbers of members are notified in order to 

'verify' this information. As has already been indicated
162

, there are very limited 

circumstances in which the disclosure of the identity can be required consistent 

with European and international standards and this would not be one of them. 

 

219. Thirdly, Article 14.2.4 has introduced a requirement that the branches and 

representations of foreign NGOs inform the Ministry of Justice about certain 

details relating to their chief of party and his or her deputy, namely, the terms of 

his or her contract and his or her name, surname, citizenship and place of 

residence. It is not at all clear why this highly intrusive requirement should be 

necessary, particularly as it already has to be supplied to the State Migration 

Service in order to apply for a temporary residence permit. 

 

220.  Thirdly, Article 14.2.5 requires NGOs and branches and representations of 

foreign NGOs to inform the Ministry of Justice about whether they spent an 

entity's property for statutory purposes after its dissolution. This is not 

problematic in principle but it does not seem clear what evidence is to be used for 

this purpose and by when it must be provided. 

 

221. Finally, Article 5.4.4-1 requires that the legal representative of foreign NGOs have 

permanent residence in Azerbaijan, something only issued to foreigners and 

stateless persons after at least 2 years' temporary residence. Although there is no 

specific definition of the term 'legal representative', this seems to be understood by 

the Ministry of Justice to be the head of the branch or representation of the foreign 

NGO
163

. If this understanding is followed, there would be much greater difficulty 

in finding a non-citizen to fill this role since the pool of eligible foreigners would 

necessarily be limited. 

 

222. Apart from the enhanced penalties in the Code of Administrative Offences already 

noted, entirely new ones have been introduced
164

. 

 

223.  These relate first to the failure: 

 to submit information necessary for the state registry of legal entities; 

 to adjust the constituent documents of NGOs and foreign NGOs to 

legislation; 

 to maintain a registry of members; 

 to conclude contracts with volunteers; 

 to direct income from commercial activity to statutory purposes; and 
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 to eliminate any deficiencies identified in a notification by the Ministry of 

Justice relevant state body. 

 

224. In addition there will be penalties for 

 operating in contradiction to an NGO’s objects; 

 the conducting of any activity related to the changes made to constituent 

documents where such changes have still to be registered; 

 creating obstacles for investigating compliance of the activity of NGOs 

and the branches and representations of foreign NGOs with the legislation, 

and failure to answer requests for information and documents from the 

relevant state body, as well as for submitting false information; and 

 operating branches or representations of foreign NGOs without 

registration. 

 

225. Taken with all the other offences already noted and the increase in 2012 of the 

fine for providing 'false' information in applications for registration to 4,000 AZN 

(3,847 EUR), these make it increasingly improbable that the operation of an NGO 

will not fall foul of what - given their level - are criminal penalties for the purpose 

of Article 6 of the Convention. This is particularly serious in view of the overly 

strict construction given to compliance with legal requirements adopted by the 

authorities
165

 clearly the opposite of an enabling environment for NGOs that 

should be the ambition of the regulatory regime applicable to them. 

 

 

Conclusion 

 

 

226. The 2009 and 2013 amendments reverse in a number of significant respects 

previous efforts to develop a legal framework for the establishment and operation 

of NGOs that meets the requirements of European and international standards. 

This is especially so as regards the restrictions on 'political' and 'governmental' 

activities, the choice of names, the ability to be founders and office-holders, the 

capital requirements for foundations and the basis on which foreign NGOs will be 

allowed to operate, as well as the requirements governing the receipt and use of 

funding, the excessive formalisation of the role of volunteers, the threat of 

disclosure of details relating to members, the considerable enhancement of 

regulatory requirements and supervisory powers and the introduction of new and 

extended penalties. 

 

227. Apart from the retrograde nature of various substantive provisions, the 2009 

amendments in particular suffer from a lack of clarity in their formulation which 

is inconsistent with the requirement of European and international standards that 

the regulatory framework governing the establishment and operation of NGOs 

should be sufficiently precise and foreseeable. 
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228. The most immediate impact of the 2009 amendments was on existing foreign 

NGOs, to whom they have been applied in circumstances where their 

retrospective effect was not made clear and even before the key implementing 

measure had been adopted. Furthermore they have been applied to NGOs which 

have never been shown to have acted incompatibly with the law and the 

Constitution or the legitimate interests of the Republic of Azerbaijan. This action 

is incompatible with European and international standards regarding not only legal 

certainty but also those concerning NGOs and human rights defenders. 

 

229. The 2013 amendments are only beginning to be put into operation but they have 

clearly added to an already excessive regulatory regime for NGOs and render 

them not only dependent upon the favourable exercise of administrative discretion 

but also exposed to virtually unavoidable criminal liability for most aspects of 

their functioning. 

 

230. Thus, the 2009 and 2013 amendments - without even taking into account the other 

related amendments adopted during 2013 - seriously exacerbate an environment 

for the establishment and operation of NGOs that has for some considerable time 

been difficult. Moreover, even where the objectives of particular provisions are 

not inconsistent with European and international standards, such as the 

requirement for financial reporting, the scope of the obligation appears to 

duplicate other similar ones and does not take account of the considerably 

different character of the NGOs to which it applies so that it becomes 

unnecessarily burdensome. 

 

231. Furthermore, the generally retrograde nature of the 2009 and 2013 amendments 

needs to be appreciated in the context of (a) the continuing problem of delay in 

registration, particularly as regards NGOs working in the field of human rights, 

the situation of internally displaced persons and social issues that are seen as 

reflecting criticism of government policy, (b) the declining annual figure for new 

registrations of NGOs, with 548 being registered in 2006 but only 144 in 2011
166

, 

(c) the apparent failure to register grants made to NGOs, (d) the freezing of bank 

accounts of NGOs and the seizure of the personal accounts of their presidents, (d) 

the apparent refusal of hotels to allow events organised by NGOs to be held on 

their premises
167

, (e) the subjecting of a significant number of NGOs to official 

sanctions and restrictions regarding their activities, leading to the stopping of the 

implementation of their projects, (f) the many reports of various forms of 

harassment of both domestic and foreign NGOs and those who work for them, (g) 

the stigmatising of NGOs by politicians, particularly those receiving funds from 

abroad, (h) the criminal proceedings brought against leaders of NGOs promoting 

human rights and peace on seemingly improbable charges and (i) the continued 

failure of the courts to operate as an effective control over both the registration 

process and other action taken against NGOs, which is perhaps unsurprising given 
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that the Minister of Justice chairs the Judicial-Legal Council which deals with 

such matters as disciplinary liability and dismissal of judges. 

 

232. Viewed as a whole, the 2009 and 2013 amendments not only render the NGO Law 

non-compliant with European and international standards in many respects but 

they also do so without providing any evidence of them being genuinely adopted 

as a response to problems that need to be addressed. 

 

233. There can be no doubt that achieving compliance with European and international 

standards will require much more than the mere reversal of the 2009 and 2013 

amendments. There will be a need also to ensure that the approach to 

implementing the NGO Law fulfils the spirit as much as the letter of those 

standards. Furthermore, in removing the many objectionable provisions that have 

been added to the NGO Law and related legislation, the opportunity should be 

taken to establish a regime for NGOs that is much more supportive of the essential 

contribution to be made by NGOs both to the development and realisation of 

democracy and human rights and to the cultural life and social well-being of 

democratic societies.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


